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JADA 
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down a giant 
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wedgies.  
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digs out a 
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before  

entering a 
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After hitting the 
gym to stay trim, 

TOM ARNOLD

gorges on  
a sugary  

frozen treat  
smothered  

with toppings!  
What’s up  
with that?
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stunt for the flick Tallulah 
in a Big Apple park
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Former 90210 star 
JENNIE GARTH 

answers the question 
– where’s the beef? – 
while parading in a 
bikini on a Hawaiian 
beach. 

Movie 
beauty 

JENNIFER 

LAWRENCE 
mugs with 
chopsticks 

after din-din 
with pals in 

New York 
City

Z
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BEN AFFLECK and  
Jennifer Garner rolled 
the dice on marriage – and 
crapped out!

Bad boy Ben’s gambling and 
boozing finally pushed Jen 
over the edge, say sources.

“The cards have been on the 
table for months – and they spell 
D-I-V-O-R-C-E,” notes an insider.

Now, while the couple vows 
they won’t let pitbull lawyers 
turn their $150 million divorce 
into a bitter battle, friends 
fear the worst for the pair, 
who were married for 10 years 
and have three kids, Violet, 9, 
Seraphina, 6, and Samuel, 3.

“Although they didn’t sign 
a prenup, they insist the split 
will be amicable,” says another 
source. “But you know how fast 
that can change.”

Along with Ben’s compulsive 
gambling and drinking, sources 
say that Jen grew tired of long 
periods apart and constant ru-
mors of him flirting with other 
women.

Sources say Ben just seemed 
incapable of settling down,  
and a 2001 stint in rehab  
apparently didn’t help.

In May, when Jen, 43, was in 
New York, Ben, 42, was spot-
ted playing poker in Las Vegas 
while he was reportedly on 
daddy duty.

“Ben ditched the kids with a 
nanny,” reveals the source. 

“So Jen will likely demand 
full custody of the children. 
Having them full-time isn’t 
something he’s capable of 
handling.”

The couple announced their 
split on June 30, but sources 
say they’d been separated for 
six months, and Affleck even 
had a secret bachelor pad.

“Jen and Ben have been in 
therapy for years, and she 
begged him to rein in his  
partying ways,” says the  
insider. 

“She finally decided enough 
is enough and pulled the plug.”

After years 
of therapy 

JEN FINALLY 
HAD ENOUGH

The soon-to-be exes with 
kids (from left) Violet, 
Samuel and Seraphina

Ben’s high-stakes poker  
playing contributed to his 

bust-up with Jen, say sources
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G
EORGE CLOONEY’s 
beautiful wife Amal is so 
scary skinny friends are 
terrified she could be 
anorexic – and they’re 

telling the Tomorrowland star he 
needs to feed her some pasta!

“Amal desperately needs to put 
on some weight,” says a source.  
“Her arms are so thin, and her 
collar bones jut out 
sharply. She looks like 
a walking skeleton!”

The Lebanese-born 
human rights attorney’s 
weight has plummeted 
in the year since she got 
engaged to the world’s 
most eligible bachelor.  

Friends say 5-foot-8  
Amal, 37, weighed a 
healthy 128 pounds 
when they started  
dating – but now she looks like 
she’s about 98 pounds. 

“She’s lost so much weight, 
there are fears she’s suffering 
from anorexia,” says the source.

Burned out

A pal tells GLOBE, “Friends 
joke with George and tell him he 
needs to fatten his wife up, but 
really, it’s no laughing matter.” 

Other buddies are speculating 
Clooney has taken the advice to 
heart – and encouraged her to 
chow down by having Robert De 
Niro and wife Grace Hightower 
over for dinner at their estate on 
Italy’s Lake Cuomo.

But the friend adds that Amal, 
who married Clooney, 54, in 

a lavish ceremony in Venice, 
Italy, last September, may need 
to relax a bit, too. “She could be  
getting burned out” by the cou-

ple’s jet-setting lifestyle, 
the friend says.

The respected lawyer 
continues her work on 
global humanitarian 
causes, “but she’s also 
flying to every red car-
pet event George has,” 
the friend says.

Adding to the stress is 
construction on the cou-
ple’s home in England, 
where she was raised. 

They purchased a 400-year-
old, nine-bedroom mansion  
on the banks of the River Thames 
for $12 million last October.

“George and Amal have 
jumped through hoops renovat-
ing,” the friend says. “They’ve 
hit some snags, like when the  
local council made them remove 
a security fence because it ran 
too close to the river.”

Meanwhile, Amal is well 
aware that cameras are on her 
at every turn now that she’s Mrs. 
Clooney.

“No matter how beautiful Amal 
is, she can’t afford to drop anoth-
er pound at this point,” the source 
says. “You have to fear her weight 
loss is turning into a crisis.”

George needs to 
fatten up his wife

Amal is so 
skeletal she 

looks like she 
hardly has 

the strength 
to carry her 

bags. Her 
shoulder 

blades  
(below) 

resemble 
chicken  

wings
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M
ARIAH CAREY’s hot new romance 
with a billionaire has her estranged 
hubby Nick Cannon all steamed up!

Sources say Nick was enraged 
when the diva took their 4-year-old twins, 
Moroccan and Monroe, on her romantic 
island-hopping cruise off the coast of Italy 
with Australian hotel and casino tycoon 
James Packer, 47.

Adding fuel to Nick’s fire, Mariah, 46, is 
said to already be talking marriage!

The new couple went public with their  
romance in June when they were seen 
walking hand in hand on the island of Capri, 
where Packer had moored his super-yacht, 
Arctic P.

Joining the group were Packer’s daugh-
ters, Indigo, 6, and Emmanuelle, 2, and son, 
Jackson, 5, from his second ex-wife, Erica 
Baxter.

Meanwhile, Nick, 34, was seeing model 
Jessica White, though word is that relation-
ship has crashed and burned. Mariah and 

six-year marriage quits last August. But  
the divorce has not been finalized – and  
it’s getting ugly.

Lovebirds
“Nick says Mariah has been telling him 

she didn’t want the twins around girls he’s 
dating,” a source tells GLOBE. “Then she 
hightails it to Europe with the kids and 
some new guy. Nick’s ready to play hardball 
now. He figures what’s good for the goose 
is good for the gander.”

Mariah and Packer worth an estimated 
$4.7 billion, were introduced by a mutual 
friend a few months ago, and a source says, 
“Their first date was like a movie scene. 

Former Scientologist Packer – once a 

been globetrotting.
“Mariah says she intends to marry this 

man,” reveals a friend. “She finds him 
handsome, charming and, of course,  
incredibly rich.

“She thinks any moaning from Nick is just 
sour grapes.”

But with custody of the twins and an 
estimated $500 million up for grabs in their 
divorce, Nick can still make things sticky for 
Mariah. 

“Nick can hold up their divorce for 
months, even years,” notes the source. “And 
that will certainly put a crimp on Mariah’s 
dream of a quickie wedding to her big bucks 
new guy!”

It looks like Mariah’s son Moroccan 
isn’t coming between the diva and 
her new beau, James Packer

the America’s Got Talent host called their 

They had dinner on a private jet as it flew 
over Manhattan.”

close pal of Tom Cruise – shed 77 pounds 
after lap band surgery in late 2011. In May 
he attended one of Mariah’s concerts. 
Since then, sources say, the lovebirds have 
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Elizabeth  
down to LAST 
$2 MILLION & 

quitting Palace

William needs 
to keep  

EARNING A 
PAYCHECK

Party animal 
Harry BLEW 
$15 MILLION
inheritance

Charles CAN’T 
AFFORD TO  

DIVORCE evil 
Camilla

AILING Queen Elizabeth is being forced 
to move out of Buckingham Palace – 
because the royal family is BROKE!

Wild, free-spenders like playboy Prince 
Harry and his jet-setting uncle, Prince 
Andrew, have helped bust Her Majesty’s 
budget and threaten the very future of the 

House of Windsor. And that’s left nothing 
to pay soaring bills to save the Queen’s 
crumbling home – or the outrageous 
costs of keeping up the regal splendor on 
the world stage.

 “No one believed it would happen, but 
the day of reckoning has dawned,” one 

senior palace source tells GLOBE.
Alarm bells rang when 89-year-old 

Elizabeth was presented with the annual 
accounts on June 23.

She immediately called a family summit 
and ordered billion dollar cost-cutting 
measures, including: «

Camilla, 
Charles, 

William, Kate 
and Harry 

have all been 
told by the 
Queen to 

tighten their 
belts
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X Prince Charles holding off on 
his $400 million divorce from his 
evil wife, Camilla. 
X� Harry, 30, and Andrew, 55, 
told in no uncertain terms to stop 
squandering millions 
on booze, women and 
drug-fueled parties.
X Prince William
was informed he 
MUST keep his 
$60,000-a-year job 
as a private air 
ambulance helicopter 
pilot until he becomes 
King.

The financial bomb-
shell dropped when 
Her Majesty was told 
she needs to come 
up with $250 million  
ASAP for urgent re-
pairs to Buckingham 
Palace, which is on 
the verge of collapse.

But incredibly, 
Britain’s monarch 
has only $2.2 mil-
lion left in her Royal  
coffers.

“The Queen had no 
idea the crisis was so desperate,” 
says GLOBE’s insider. “Her advi-
sors hid the truth, thinking she’d 
soon be dead and wouldn’t have 
to face the misery of losing her 
beloved home.”

Now Elizabeth is being urged 
to move out of the 775-room 
Palace because it’s so dangerous.

But insiders say she’s digging 
in her heels about plans to 

relocate to Windsor Castle with 
her husband, Prince Philip, 94.

If she is forced to quit Bucking-
ham Palace, it would be the first 
time a Monarch has abandoned 
the place since her great-great-

grandmother Queen 
Victoria made it the 
official Royal head-
quarters and resi-
dence in 1837.

GLOBE’s source 
adds, “Elizabeth 
lived there through 
the Nazi bombing 
in World War II and 
she insists she won’t 
be driven out by a 
few broken ceilings. 
But she may have no 
choice.”

Architects insist 
someone could be 
killed by decay-
ing electrical wiring 
and masonry unless 
repairs are made  
immediately. 

Staff has been 
forced to catch rain-
water in buckets 
to stop historic art 

works and antiques from being 
destroyed. The Queen’s daugh-
ter, Princess Anne, narrowly 
escaped death when bricks and 
plaster collapsed while she sat in 
a lounge.

“Walls are cracking, there’s 
poisonous asbestos, rotting sup-
porting timbers and even the 
Queen’s private toilet is crum-
bling along with the ancient 

Prince Harry (above) 
and Prince Andrew 
(below) must quit 
their party ways

Queen 
Elizabeth 
and husband 
Prince Philip 
are feeling 
the pinch

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
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plumbing,” says the insider.
But since Elizabeth was warned she’s 

mired in a shocking financial disaster, 
she’s decided to rent out Royal apart-
ments at St. James’ Palace in London 
to cover the cost of repairs.

The first apartment – a five-bedroom 
pad on two floors – is already rented 
for $750,000-a-year. Now, two others 
with four bedrooms are to be adver-
tised at $350,000 each.

 “It’s the first time in history that the 
Monarchy has been forced to rent out 
royal homes,” reveals one source.

Scandalous bashes
William, 33, has already been told 

by Her Majesty that he and his wife, 
Kate, will be the next King and Queen,  
bypassing his father Charles, 66, and 
Camilla, 67. So he’s determined to do 
his bit to shore up the Royal finances.

“William’s taken on a regular job as 
a helicopter ambulance pilot,” says the 
source.

“He only earns $60,000 a year and 
has to pay taxes, so his take-home pay 
is about $45,000, but every penny helps.

“The Queen’s already lectured Prince 
Harry, who’s blowing through the  
$15 million fortune he was left by his 
mother, Princess Diana, on wine, women 
and drug fueled parties!

“He been warned no 
more scandalous bash-
es like the naked romp 
in Las Vegas a couple 
of years ago, where co-
caine was abundant.

“And while Elizabeth 
detests Camilla, for now, 
she’s ordered Charles to 
delay his divorce so he 
won’t have to fork out a 
$400 million settlement.”

Andrew, who was 
recently cleared of 
having underage sex with a Florida 
teen, has also been told to cut out  
his jet-set lifestyle...and find a job!

“The Queen has had enough!”  
says GLOBE’s insider. “She may  
be 89, but she still rules with an iron 
fist.”

WHY QUEEN
IS PINCHING  

PENNIES
THE QUEEN is asset-
rich and cash-poor, say 
financial experts.

She’s given a govern-
ment allowance each 
year. Last year her take 
was $56.8 million plus 
$20 million in private 
income from commer-
cial rents. Elizabeth 
actually spent $74.5 
million in 2014, leaving 
her with just over  
$2 million cash on 
hand.

Her allowance comes 
from the Crown Estate, 
which holds property 
on behalf of the Mon-
arch, but she doesn’t 
own the assets, which 
are one of the largest 
property portfolios in 
the United Kingdom. 
Those holdings are  
valued at more than 
$12 billion and pro-
duced record profits  
of $427.5 million.  
But Her Majesty gets  
only 15 percent of the  
action.

“Although the Queen 
appears to be sur-
rounded by riches –the 
Royal Art Collection, 
the Crown Jewels  
and Palaces, like  
Buckingham Palace 
and Windsor Castle – 
she doesn’t own them,” 
says an insider. “They’re 
held in trust for the 
reigning monarch.

“Elizabeth has a 
budget just like the 
rest of us – and it’s not 
enough to meet her 
needs.”

William is 
providing 

for his wife 
Kate and 

their kids as 
a helicopter 

pilot

The late 
Princess 
Diana’s 
fortune 
is being 

squandered
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Desperate lawmen 
are scrambling to 
prevent ISIS attack 
in Philadelphia

F
RANTIC FBI agents 
are desperately trying  
to derail a terrorist plot to 
assassinate Pope Francis 

during his history-making 
visit to America.

Although the head of the 
Roman Catholic Church has 
already been warned about 
the sinister ISIS scheme and 
urged to cancel his September 
trip, fearless Francis is refus-
ing to back down!

Now, GLOBE can exclu-
sively reveal the details of 
the twisted plot to murder the 
pontiff, 78, using newly acti-
vated Islamic sleeper cells in 
America.

Unprecedented safety mea-
sures are being set up to pro-
tect the Holy Father during 
his five-day visit, which  
includes stops in Washing-
ton, D.C., New York and  
Philadelphia.

More vulnerable
Security is expected to be 

airtight when Francis visits 
9/11 Ground Zero and the 
United Nations on Sept. 24. 
Law enforcement experts 
fear he will be more vulnera-
ble while he is in Philadelphia 
Sept. 26 and 27. 

According to intelligence 
sources, that is where ISIS  
intends to strike. “Taking out 
Francis would be a massive 
propaganda coup for ISIS  
fanatics,” says an FBI source.

“They want the black flag of 
terror flying over the Vatican. 
Their crazy plan is to make 
the whole world an Islamic 

state, and the Pope is the No. 1 
target. 

“It would be a shattering 
blow to Christianity and a 
huge embarrassment to the 
U.S. for failing to prevent his  
assassination.” 

Nine fanatics have already 
been arrested in Italy and 9 
more are sought. But according 
to secret FBI files, some of the 
murderous plotters are already 
living undetected in U.S. cities. 

But federal lawmen HAVE 
collared a 23-year-old New 

witnesses to lie to the FBI.  
His associate, Samuel Rahamin 
Topaz, who also lived in New 
Jersey, was bagged two weeks 
earlier. Investigators have not 
officially linked them to the 
plot against the pontiff.

The Muslim jihadists hate the 
Pope for publicly denouncing 
their atrocities, especially the 
barbaric beheadings of Chris-
tians and savage execution of a  

was burned alive.
Their notorious recruiter, 

Vatican will be Muslim. It’s 
only a matter of time before we 
take over the world.” 

Commander Domenico Giani,  
head of the Vatican police 
force, says, “The ISIS threats 
against Pope Francis are real. 
They extend to unpredictable 
‘lone wolves,’ those in Western 
countries appearing as ordinary 
citizens.”

An attack in Philadel-

first attempt on 
Francis’ life. Asian 

FBI  
TARGETING  

SLEEPER  
CELLS

FBI director 
James Comey

Samuel Rahamin Topaz 
(left) and Alaa Saadeh  

were busted by the feds

Jersey man, Alaa Saadeh, 
for conspiring to aid ISIS 
and attempting to persuade 

Jordanian air force pilot who 

Imam Bilal Bosnic, brazenly 
told an Italian newspaper, “Our 
goal is to make sure even the 

phia wouldn’t be the 

Jihadists tried to 
kill him during  
his January visit 
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to the Philippines.
They were foiled at  

the last moment by an  
adjustment to the Pope’s 
motorcade route that 
avoided a bomb.   

The pontiff is aware 
of the threat to his life in 
America but refuses to  
cancel his visit. 

“But he has concerns,” 
says a Vatican source. 
“They are not for himself – 
when the Lord calls him 
home, he is ready. But he 
does fear for the safety of 
the innocent hundreds of 
thousands who’ll flock to 
see him in Philadelphia.” 

A major problem with 
guarding the Pope is 
his habit of going into 
crowds to be in personal 
contact with the people, 
says the source. 

Leaving the bullet-
proof Popemobile makes 
him more vulnerable to a 
sniper or bomb attacks.

“Suspects are already on 
police and FBI watch lists 
all over America,” says the 
source. 

But even FBI Director 
James Comey warns there 
are “hundreds, maybe thou-
sands, of ‘disturbed people’ 
under the influence of ISIS 
propaganda in America.”

“The haystack is the  
entire country. We are 
looking for needles, but  
increasingly the needles 
are unavailable to us.

“It’s like the devil sitting 

on their shoulders saying, 
‘Kill, kill, kill,’ ” he said.  

ISIS boasts that it has 
U.S. operatives ready to 
carry out bloody missions, 
and they warn the next 
strikes will get worse and 
worse. After a savage at-
tack on Western tourists 
at a Tunisian beach left 
38 dead, U.S. officials an-
nounced there was “great 
concern” over an attack on 
American soil as the hot 
summer weather draws 
crowds to our beaches.

The FBI has stepped up 
surveillance efforts, but  
meanwhile, Pope Francis  

seems resigned to his  
impending fate – possibly 
at the hands of evil Islamist 
fanatics. 

Returning from a 2014 
visit to South Korea, the 
fearless religious leader,  
surprisingly remarked he’d 
be off to the Father’s house 
in “two or three years.”    

He added, “I feel the Lord 
has placed me here for a 
short time and nothing 
more.” 

Says the source, “Francis 
is in the crosshairs of ISIS. 
We all must do everything 
in our power to keep him 
safe.”

 

ISIS boasts it  
has packs of  
lone wolf 
killers, like 
Seifeddine  
Rezgu  
(circled), who 
slaughtered 
innocent  
tourists on  
a Tunisian 
beach (above)

Pope Francis 
refuses to hide 

in safety  
despite 
threats  

on his life

Chief of Vatican  
City security 

Domenico Giani 
is on guard 

against terror

Imam Bilal 
Bosnic is an 
outspoken 
recruiter  
for the ISIS  
murderers
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PREGNANT BRISTOL 
CHANGES HER STORY
Red-faced abstinence crusader 
BRISTOL PALIN first described 
her surprise pregnancy as “a 
disappointment.” Now the 
unwed 24-year-old daughter of 
SARAH PALIN has changed 
her tune saying it was “actually 
planned.” But the gal, who 
doesn’t practice the abstinence 
she preaches, won’t name 
who she planned it with! 
Her baby daddy is believed 
to be ex-fiance DAKOTA 

MEYER.

+�+�+�+

MODEL NAOMI 
REWRITES HER  
UGLY HISTORY
Tantrum-tossing supermodel 
NAOMI CAMPBELL had a 
top PR firm put a scrubbing 
on her tarnished image. The 
45-year-old diva had spin 
doctors examine her listing 
on Wikipedia, the online 
encyclopedia, and remove 
all mentions of her romance 
with boxer MIKE TYSON and 
the string of assaults she’s 
committed over the years. The 
temperamental diva’s crummy 
1994 novel Swan, which was 
savaged by critics, has also 
disappeared. Guess she’s 
STILL refusing to own up to 
her faults.

RUMER’S DANCING 
DAYS ARE DONE
After thrilling millions with her 
jaw-dropping performances 
when she won Dancing with 
the Stars, bummed out RUMER 
WILLIS won’t be able to hoof 
it during her victory tour with 
the show’s cast. The daughter 
of DEMI MOORE and BRUCE 

WILLIS ended up with stress 
fractures in her feet from all 
the pounding her tootsies took 
during the competition. The 
champ will still be touring, 
only she’ll sing instead. She 
can sing, too?

+�+�+�+

CRIME PAYS BIG FOR 
REALITY SHOW CROOKS
While Real Housewives of 
New Jersey star TERESA 

GIUDICE remains locked 
behind bars, her not-so-
better-half JOE will rake in 
a whopping $150,000 for a 
one-hour special. Seems the 
bigwigs on the Bravo network 
are so ratings-desperate, 
they’re hiring celeb crooks. 
The dough will go a long way 
to paying down the $400,000 
judgment the convicted 
couple owe the feds after 
pleading guilty to bank fraud 
last year. Teresa is currently 
serving a 15-month sentence 
in a slammer and Joe will 

FIRST it was Botox lips. 
Then it was lapdogs as an 
accessory. Now the newest 
celeb trend appears to be 
sex-swapping! Insiders say 
JESSICA SIMPSON’s bi dad 
may soon follow in the stiletto-
heeled footsteps of BRUCE – ah, 
CAITLYN – JENNER. Yup, it 
wasn’t enough for pastor Joe 
to suddenly dump Jessica’s 
mom TINA after 33 years 
of marriage and two kids in 
2012 to go bed-romping with 
guys. Now, a source in his 
Richardson, Texas, hometown 
points to growing similarities 
between Joe, 57, and the 
65-year-old Olympic 
gold medalist, who 
has become a woman. 

“It wouldn’t be a total shock 
to people here if Joe was to 
carry on his transition from 
macho man to glamor gal,” 
a source says. The insider 
insists, “Joe’s gotten very 
girlish about his appearance 
– constantly primping and 
trying to look ‘glam.’ He spends 
hours perfecting his eyebrows 
with a pair of tweezers.” And 
a member of Heights Baptist 
Church, where Joe was a youth 
pastor, reveals, “Nobody could 
understand” why his marriage 
broke up, “but after hearing 
the rumors about his sexuality, 
it made sense.” If Joe shaves 

his Adam’s apple, 
he may be the next 
Caitlyn!

JESSICA’S DAD STEALING 
JENNER’S PLAYBOOK!

+�+�+�+�

JOE SIMPSON 
(left, and above 
with daughter 
Jessica) may 

soon be teetering 
on high heels 

like CAITLYN 

JENNER, 
according to pals

GONE 
 GLAM 
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CROSBY’S SINGING  
A DIFFERENT TUNE
Music great DAVID CROSBY has 
apologized to his old pal NEIL 

YOUNG for slamming his new 
galpal DARYL HANNAH. Davie 
must think the late JFK JR.’s 
former girlfriend is a man-eater, 
because he blasted the Splash 
mermaid as a “purely poisonous 
predator.” Guess he just got 
Carried Away.

+�+�+�+

ROMEO JEFF SAYS FIBS 
ARE THE BEST POLICY
Tinseltown ladies man 
JEFF GOLDBLUM, 62, who 
married 32-year-old EMILIE 

LIVINGSTON earlier this year, 
has revealed the key to keeping 
gals happy: never tell a woman 
she looks bad! “If they really 
ask, and you have some kind 
of opinion that you think can 
be constructive, maybe then,” 
says the Jurassic Park star. 
“But err on the side of restraint. 
Restraaaaaint. And say ‘Mm-
mm-mm. Well, you look good in 
everything! Da-da da-da da-da. 
Et cetera et cetera.’” 

follow up with 41-months once 
his wife is released. Bravo! 
Crime really does pay!

+�+�+�+

KEITH SLAMMED FOR 
BEING A ‘PLAYER!’
Talk about wacky! American 
Idol judge KEITH URBAN has 
been slapped with a lawsuit 
by the guitarist of the one-hit-
wonder band Player. In court 
documents, Peter Beckett, 
whose 1977 hit was Baby 

Come Back, charges NICOLE 

KIDMAN’s hubby stole the 
band’s moniker and used it on 
the guitar-lesson kit – Keith 
Urban Player – he’s selling on 
the Home Shopping Network. 
Or is Beckett just stringing us 
along?

CAN 
WE TALK?

If you’re a Hollywood 

insider and you have 

access to accurate celebrity 

gossip, you can make $$$ 

by calling us directly at 

561-989-1027 or by 

e-mail. My address is 

newstips@globefl.com

OZZY OSBOURNE’s son 

JACK and 

his wife 

LISA (right) 

welcomed a 

second little 

girl, named LISA. 

ABC chief meteorologist 

GINGER ZEE and hubby 

BEN AARON, an NBC 

correspondent, are 

expecting their first. 

Falling Skies hero NOAH 

WYLE and wife SARA 

WELLS had a bundle of 

joy drop out of the clouds. 

They named her FRANCIS 

HARPER.

JUSTIN BIEBER claims 

he and 18-year-old model 

HAILEY BALDWIN, 

daughter of ultra-religious 

actor STEPHEN, are just 

pals. If so, why was the 

rowdy, hard-partying pop 

prince hanging out with 

her at the Hillsong Church 

Conference in Sydney, 

Australia? Sounds like a 

match made in Heaven. 

Duck Dynasty’s 19-year-

old lovebirds MARY KATE

McEACHAM and JOHN

LUKE ROBERTSON tied 

the knot at the family’s 

Louisiana farm. John’s dad 

WILLIE officiated. The 800 

guests went quackers!

Toxic double-divorcee 

BRITNEY SPEARS and 

beau CHARLIE EBERSOL

are kaput after just eight 

months. Oops, she did it 

again!

Bassist CHRIS SQUIRE, 

a founding member of the 

British band Yes, died at 

age 65 following a battle 

with leukemia in Phoenix, 

Ariz.

Movie hunk ROBERT 

REDFORD is either 

trying to smooth out 

his wrinkly puss or 

is in deep thought 

at a climate change 

conference

SKIN GAME

Rocker STING 

makes a spectacle 

of himself 

performing goofy 

exercises on a 

dock. Take it 

inside, pal!  

WATER
WEIRDO

MORE GOSSIP PG 15!

 CATCHING A BUZZ 

 WRINKLY  REDFORD 
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RYAN TANGLED IN  
BAD DAD DRAMA
Hunky RYAN REYNOLDS is 
catching flak from concerned 
parents who claim he is 
putting his 6-month-old 
daughter JAMES in danger. 
After wife BLAKE LIVELY 
proudly posted a sweet picture 
of her 38-year-old hubby 
cradling their little girl in an 
infant carrier – all hell broke 
loose. Ryan was bombarded 
with charges that he was using 
the carrier incorrectly. “Poor 
baby looks so uncomfortable 
and unsafe,” blasted one fan.

Better read the instructions, 
Ryan!

+�+�+�+

JACKO’S WORTH 
MORE DEAD!
MICHAEL JACKSON report-
edly owed $500 million and was 
almost dead broke when he was 
killed at age 50 by a drug over-
dose six years ago. But now his 
heirs, kids PRINCE, 18, PARIS, 
17, and 13-year-old BLANKET, 
who just changed his name 
to BIGI, are rolling in dough. 
His estate has collected a  
staggering $2 billion from  

royalties since his tragic end. 
After debts, expenses and taxes 
are paid, there’s a whopping 
$450 million left for the kids to 
split, says a source. Now that’s 
a real Thriller.

+�+�+�+

THE HOFF’S HOTTIE  
IS CRYING ‘BABY’
Ex-Baywatch hunk DAVID 

HASSELHOFF could soon find 
himself a dad again. The 63-year-
old, who has two adult daughters 
with ex-wife PAMELA BACH, 
has been told by his 33-year-old 
hottie HAYLEY ROBERTS she 

wants to settle down and raise a 
family with him. “I really want a 
mini Hoff,” the ex-shop assistant 
reveals. That’s dollars in the 
bank if they split.

+�+�+�+

KATE WON’T  
FACE FACEBOOK
Titanic cutie KATE WINSLET 

reveals she shuns online social  
sites because she’s scared of 
getting slammed. “If I were into 
social media maybe I would be 
more aware of what is out there 
about me, but quite honestly I’m 
not – which is fantastic.” 

Mad Men star JON HAMM 

looks far from smashing 

after smacking one on the 

tennis court. The sloppy 

duds don’t help

ANDIE MacDOWELL 

can’t control herself 

and shamefully 

gropes a male 

stripper at the L.A. 

premiere of Magic 

Mike XXL

WHATTA HAMM

HANDS ON 
GAL
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Paul and 
Linda tied 

the knot 
in 1990

 
B

ELOVED Crocodile 
Dundee star Paul Hogan 
is fading fast and facing 
his final curtain call, fear 

friends.
New photos of the 75-year-

old Aussie show his rugged 
good looks are gone and he is 
a shell of the action star who 
thrilled movie audiences with 
his flicks about the macho 

Outback adventurer.
“He looked virtually unrec-

ognizable,” says an eyewitness 
who spotted the star in L.A. 
“His looks have vanished. He 
has bags under his eyes, his 
face is sagging and he looks 
frail.

“With his white hair, he just 
looked like an old man.” 

Friends believe the actor lost 
the will to live after his beau-
tiful “Crocodile” co-star and 
wife, Linda Kozlowski, mom 
of his 16-year-old son, Chance, 

Haggard 
Paul Hogan, 75, 
FADING FAST
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dumped him in 2013. He was 
devastated by losing the beauty 
he met on the set of his break-
through movie.

Hogan’s acting career 
soared when he played fish-
out-of-water Dundee, plucked 
from Australia’s Outback and 
plopped down in New York 
City. 

The 1986 film and its 1988 se-
quel became smash hits. And 
Hogan fell in love with his on-
screen leading lady, Kozlowski.

That ended his 28-year 
marriage to wife Noelene, mom 
of his first five kids, now all 
middle-aged.

“Paul and Linda’s romance 
was hotter than a shrimp on 
the barbie,” says a source. 

“Hogan was in great shape 

and had a boy’s twinkling eyes 
in a man’s body! Linda couldn’t 
resist him.”

Crashed
Hogan and Kozlowski, now 

57, wed in 1990, but when their 
marriage crashed two years 
ago, “the split took its toll on 
Hogan.”

The pair are still friendly and 
live near each other in L.A., 
where they share custody of 

Chance. But the friend be-
lieves Hogan is broken-hearted 
because he “believed he and 
Linda would be together for a 
lifetime.

“But they never had that 
much in common and their 
marriage just ran out of steam. 
He never wanted the divorce.”

She is a sophisticated New 
Yorker and Paul is a man’s 
man from Down Under, says 
the source.

“Paul’s tried to joke about 
the split from Linda saying she 
divorced him because he’s bor-
ing,” says a source. “But he’s 
having a tough time coping. 

“He’s become a bit of a  
hermit.”

Adds the friend, “You have to 
fear the worst for Paul. His life 
just seems so sad and lonely.” 

The once hunky star  
is now shockingly 
gaunt and haggard 
(above left). Paul 
divorced first wife 
Noelene (left) to be 
with Linda (right). 
They had son, Chance

Sparks flew 
between Paul 

and Linda 
in 1986’s 
Crocodile 

Dundee 
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1. Born in Ada, Okla., 
mom Dorothy entered 
him in beauty pageant 
contests when he was 
6. “It’s still the worst 
experience of my life,” 
he says. ”I remember 
singing Cat Scratch 
Fever and Old Time 
Rock ’n’ Roll.”

2. His older brother, 
Richie, 24, was killed in 
an automobile accident 
in 1990 when Blake was 
14.

3. He used to have a 
pet turkey named 
“Turkey.”

Blake filed for 
divorce from first 
wife, schoolteacher 
Kaynette Gern – who 
later found love with 
rodeo champ, Cody 
Joe Scheck. 

7. Blake and 
Miranda’s favorite 
engagement gifts 
were “His and  
Hers” flasks and 
shotguns.

8. The avid hunter 
has a tattoo that’s 
supposed to be  

deer tracks, but 
people mistake them 
for ladybugs. He 
added barbed wire 
to make it “more 
manly.”

9. He thinks bare 
feet are “nasty” 
– and even hates 
flip-flops.

10. Shelton’s 
favorite things 
include log furniture, 
garage sales and The 
Golden Girls.

M
ACHO country 

music star Blake 

Shelton has be-

come a TV heartthrob 

as one of the judges on 

NBC’s The Voice. So 

it’s hard to believe he’s 

scared of lizards, loves 

The Golden Girls and 

made his singing debut at 

a beauty pageant! Here 

are 10 things you didn’t 

know about country 

queen Miranda Lambert’s 

39-year-old husband:

FRIENDS feared Samuel 

L. Jackson’s sudden, 

42-pound weight loss 

was due to a deadly 

disease – but peeling 

off the pounds actually 

saved his life!

The 66-year-old Pulp 

Fiction star reveals he 

went on a vegan diet 

after barely surviving a 

blood clot near his heart, 

but “because I was losing 

weight, people thought I 

was dying.

“They feared I had can-

cer. But I was just on a 

hard-core vegan regime.”

Jackson’s doc said he 

needed to lose weight if 

he wanted to go on living.

“And it worked,” says 

the star. “I lost weight, 

lowered my blood 

pressure, lowered my 

cholesterol levels and my 

body mass index.

“But I’m lucky. I’m 

forced to get a full medi-

cal before every film 

otherwise I can’t get 

insurance. The average 

man doesn’t have that 

luxury, so it’s important 

they stay vigilant.”

REASON SAMUEL  
GOT SO SKINNY

4. The worst gift 
a fan gave him was 

an iguana in a sack. 
“I opened it and it 
jumped out onto my 

shirt. I screamed like 
a little girl!” 

5. Although he is a 
judge on The Voice, he 
once confessed, “I hate 
reality TV shows.”

6. Six months after 
meeting Miranda, 

LEAPIN’ 

 LIZARDS! 

Blake cuddles 
wife Miranda

The Golden  
Girls cast
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N
INE years after au-
thorities permanently 
took away convicted 
child abuser LeRoya 
Moore’s three oldest 

kids, the deranged mom killed 
her two youngest and left a 
twisted, taunting note, say 
cops.

On June 2, lawmen walked 
into Moore’s gas-filled East 
Haven, Conn., home and 
shockingly found her daughter 
Aleisha, 6, and son Daaron, 8, 
dead on the floor. They were 
lying on a blanket and sur-
rounded by pill bottles with a 
“despondent” Moore nearby, 
lawmen say.

A grisly police affidavit  
reveals the kids had been 
dead for at least 24 hours, 
noting, “Their bodies were 
bloated to the point the skin 
appeared to be split and an 
odor consistent with that of 
human decomposition filled 
the residence.”

Poison
Cops say Moore, who had 

non-life threatening arm  
injuries, admitted, “I stabbed 
them, I released them.”

But detectives insist there 
were no stab wounds on the 
children and, with toxicology 
reports pending, the evidence 
points to poison.

Authorities say they found 
a chilling typed note near 
the children in which Moore 
claims they recited the Lord’s 
Prayer and she painted  
Aleisha’s nails before the 
murders. 

The note reveals Moore 
didn’t want Aleisha and  
Daaron to wind up being  
taken away from her. 

And it showed just how 
lucky her three older kids 
are to be alive. They’d been 
removed from her care by 
Department of Children and 

Families (DCF) officials in 
2006.

“I don’t know the reason 
why, but we were meant to 
die today,” the note read. 
“My older kids escaped  
the same fate because I was 

too depressed to move to 
make it happen.

“I’m numb and if I burn  
for eternity I’ll know why I 
deserve it...I couldn’t leave 
any more of my kids to the 
system.”

Cops made the horrific dis-
covery at Moore’s $220,000, 
six-bedroom home after  
receiving a frantic 911 call 
from one of her pals.

“My friend sent me a  
letter that she was going to 
kill herself,” the pal told the 
dispatcher. “They’re lying 
down in the house. The door 
is locked.”

Moore was briefly hospi-
talized before being slapped 
with first-degree murder 
and other charges. She 
was thrown behind bars on  
$2 million bail.

Child endangerment
Tragically, the murders hap-

pened even though the DCF 
had been investigating Moore 
since 1997. Court records show 
she was arrested four times 
from 2001 to 2006 for child  
endangerment.

In 2006, her three children 
from previous relationships 
were removed from her care 

HER OTHER 
CHILDREN 

WERE TAKEN 
AWAY FOR 

ABUSE

Demented mom LeRoya 
Moore has been charged 

with murder in the deaths 
of her two young children

 ACCUSED 

KILLER
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T

after she pleaded guilty to  
felony risk of injury to a child. 

Her badly bruised 4-year-
old daughter told a DCF 
worker that Moore “had beat 
her with the happy stick  
for spilling her juice and 
screaming.”

Lawmen said the girl and 
her two brothers explained the 
“happy stick” was a sponge 
mop on which the cruel mom 
had drawn a smiley face on 
one side and a sad face on the 
other.

Moore was given an  
eight-year suspended prison  
sentence plus five years’  

probation in that case. She 
married and started a new 
family the next year, but  
following the births of Aleisha  
and Daaron, that union bit  
the dust.

Meanwhile, the brutal 
murders of innocents sent  
shockwaves through the area. 

New Haven Mayor Toni 
Harp declares, “Today our 
entire community grieves in 
the sudden darkness where 
the bright light and promise 
of these young lives had been 
shining.”

– BOB BURNS
bobburns@globefl.com

Twisted monster busted for 
KILLING HER HELPLESS KIDS

The kids’ father, Michael 
Moore, gets a hug of 
support at their funeral

Tragic Daaron and 
Aleisha were found 

dead by cops in their 
mom’s East Haven, 

Conn., house



Y
OU can count 
former pro 
wrestler Nicole 
Bass down and 
out – the massive 

miss was busted for 
shoplifting nearly $1,400 
worth of food and beauty 
supplies.

Standing 6-foot-2 and 
weighing 220 pounds, it’s 
no surprise Bass would have 
a hard time sneaking out of a 
supermarket with a shopping 
cart full of goodies, as cops 
charge.

like her.”

on shock-jock Howard Stern’s 
show, stands accused of 
stealing $1,236 in food 
products and beauty items 
worth $159 from a Stop & 
Shop in Queens, N.Y., on  
June 23.

After a security guard 
nabbed her, Bass was charged 
with two misdemeanors, petit 
larceny and possession of 
stolen property.

But prosecutors offered to 
dismiss the charges if she 

stays out of trouble for six 
months. She was also ordered 
to attend a counseling session 
about shoplifting.

Bass shot to fame as a 
wrestler and bodybuilder 
in the 1980s, known for her 

trademark “bear hug” move 
in the ring. She also appeared 
in a smattering of straight-

to-video movies, including 
Manhandled and I Love 

to Hurt You. She played 
herself in Stern’s 1997 
biopic, Private Parts.

Last April, Bass con-
fessed to Stern she was 

having financial diffi-
culties. That led to him  

setting her up with a brief 
gig as a stripper.
Meanwhile, she’s had 

other run-ins with the law. In 
2000, Bass pleaded guilty to 
disorderly conduct after she 
allegedly bit a police officer 
at an Italian festival in the 
Big Apple. And in 2005, she 
was carted off to a psych 
ward for three days following 
a domestic incident involving 
her late husband, Bob Fuchs, 
who died in his sleep in  
2013.

“I feel bad for Nicole, cause 
she seems like she can never 
catch a break,” writes an 
Internet poster. 
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The muscle-bound miss 
admitted she had money 

woes before the incident at a 
Stop & Shop in Queens, N.Y.

Beefy Bass is a regular on 
Howard Stern’s radio show

220-lb.  

Nicole Bass 

swiped $1,400 

IN FOOD & 

GROCERIES

“I know she’s a little down 
on her luck right now,” says 
a neighbor. “It’s just not 

The 50-year-old grap- 
pler, who’s a regular 
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6/10

Michelle’s pit crew 
needs to take a fast 

and furious iron to the 
bottom half of her outfit

MICHELLE RODRIGUEZ

Jeez, talk about getting 
your knickers in a twist.  
Any dress that gets you

this wound up is probably 
not the right one for you

4/10

REESE WITHERSPOON

What? The fire alarm went off 
and the Disney kid only had time 

to grab her grandma’s wig and 
this wacky blanket? It happens

9/10

RAVEN-SYMONE

He loves her, he loves her knot... 
and her plunging neckline! 

I’m sure Johnny Depp loves 
everything about wife Amber’s 
dress, since she looks stunning

AMBER HEARD

2/10
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MARIAH CAREY SOFIA VERGARA

Hey Kelly, does that dress 
hurt? Because it’s killing me.

Fashion shouldn’t be this 
painful to look at

Mariah should be in a tent 
shuffling tarot cards or 

reading palms in an  
outfit like this

Sofia would win first lace in 
the sexy bride category, but 

I’m pretty sure her hunky 
fiance, Joe Manganiello,  

knows that already

KELLY OSBOURNE

3/10

The soap star needs a new  
pair of glasses if she can’t
see how out of season her  

black tights are. I’m sweating 
just looking at her

VANESSA MARCIL

4/10 8/103/10
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GLOBE’S Editor-in-Chief 

Jeff Rodack tells it like 

it is about celebrities – 

how they get under his 

skin with their stupid 

antics and the nonsense 

they try to put over on 

the public. Here is  

his unique take on 

from Hollywood to 

I told you before how 
Asinine Adam went out of 
his way to piss off Native 
Americans with a 
dumbass movie script, 
which ridiculed them 
and made crude and 
demeaning jokes 
about women.

But I guess he 
didn’t learn his 
lesson.

Now there’s a casting 

call for his latest movie  
which stipulated female  

applicants must wear “a 
form-fitting tank that 

shows off cleavage”  
and encouraged the 
use of “a push-up 
bra” and “tight  
fitting leggings or  
jeans.”

Really? It may 
be 2015, but 

it sounds like we 

L
ONG before even Betty 
White was born, Benjamin 
Franklin said nothing is cer-
tain except death and taxes.

Now let me add to that…”and 
Paris Hilton being dumb as a 
brick.”

The airhead heiress was in 
Dubai recently for a promotional 
event when she was persuaded 
to take a free aerial tour of the 
city. I guess when you’re worth 
gazillions of dollars you’ll go 
anywhere for free.

She ended up on a 
small propeller plane over 
Dubai. Suddenly alarms 
went off and the aircraft 
took a steep dive. Hilton, 
convinced she was going 
to die, started screaming 
even louder than she did 
in her infamous sex tape. 
But it turned out it was all a cruel 
joke by some crazy Egyptian 
actor filmed by hidden cameras 
for TV.

But if you ask me, the only 
cruel joke here is Paris Hilton. 
She tried to fool us a long time 
ago that she was an actress, a 
personality…or something. But 
I’m proud to say I was nauseated 
by her years ago, just as millions 
of other Americans were. 

However, I guess the people  
in Dubai haven’t caught up  
to the rest of us. Something  
tells me the only reason they 
invited Hilton over was because 
Pee-wee Herman was too busy 
to make it.

I can’t help but note that 
Hilton’s horrified look in the 
photos from the stunt reminds 
me of mine when I was once 
forced to watch her old show,  
The Simple Life.

Humiliated Hilton now says 
she’ll sue the prankster. Yeah, just 
what she needs – more money. 
Hey Hilton….your 15 minutes of 
fame ran out hours ago!

X�X�X�X

AND ONE MORE THING…
Adam Sandler keeps making 

matters worse.

haven’t seen the last of the 
infamous Hollywood casting 
couch. Class act, Sandler. 

That’s all for this week, my 
friends. Let me know what you 
think!

“The Duggar 
family is a mess. 

Maybe if the parents 
would stop having 

babies and keep an eye 
on the ones they had, this 
wouldn’t have happened.”

– S.N., Harrison, Tenn.

“I agree with you 
wholeheartedly on the 
bronze statue of Lucille 
Ball. It is grotesque!”

– R.M., Medina, N.D.

“Thank you for telling it 
like it is about Miley Cyrus, 
the PIG.”

– C.S., St. Joseph, Minn.

SEND YOUR  
LETTERS TO:

Jeff Rodack’s Straight Talk

c/o GLOBE 

1000 American Media Way 

Boca Raton, FL 

33464-1000 

WE'LL PAY $25 FOR EACH 

READER’S LETTER WE PUBLISH.

You can also follow Jeff 
on Twitter @GlobeEditor 
or like him on Facebook.

The no-talent 
‘heir-head’ will 
do anything to 
grab attention

CRUDE 

 DUDE 

newsmakers and fakers 

Washington to London.



The Village Lighthouse
©2002 Thomas Kinkade 

©2015 BGE  01-19808-001-EI

Nature’s Perfect 
Harmony  from 
Thomas Kinkade 

Great value...order immediately.
Order now at just fi ve installments of $29.99 
each, for a total of $149.95*. Your purchase 
is risk free, backed by our 365-day money-
back guarantee.  Send no money now, but 
don’t wait and risk missing out. Return the 
Reservation Application promptly to secure 
your lamp at issue price!

Shown much smaller 
than actual size of 
about 18 in. high, 

including finial; 
10-in. diam shade. 

UL-approved; 
includes one FREE 

CFL bulb for soft 
illumination.

Thomas Kinkade’s 
The Village Lighthouse Lamp

www.bradfordexchange.com/lighthouse

N
ot Sold

in Stores

Two magnifi cent works of art in one, this unique 
lamp commands attention with its cobblestone-
design lighthouse tower on the base. This hand-
sculpted, hand-painted design is inspired by Thom-
as Kinkade’s masterpiece artwork on the shade. 
His signature lamppost, a charming blue door and 
rounded windows beckon you inside.  Separate 
on-off switches control the light that shines from 
the windows and the beacon on top, as well as soft, 
diffused light from behind the lamp shade. Golden 
fabric trim and a mahogany-fi nished base make 
perfect fi nishing touches.

Stands 
1½ Feet 

High

Softly diff used 
lighting illuminates 
Th omas Kinkade’s 

artwork on the 
shade...

...while light 
shines through 

the tower 
windows on the 
lighthouse base!

YES.  Please reserve Thomas Kinkade’s The Village Lighthouse Lamp for me as 
described in this announcement. 
Limit: one per customer.                                                Please Respond Promptly

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                         Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City

State                          Zip

01-19808-001-E21691

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL  60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION          SEND NO MONEY NOW

*Plus $17.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. 
Please allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for shipment. Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance. 
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OLDIE HAWN is 
seething at ex-hubby 
Bill Hudson for de-
claring the couple’s 

children, actors Kate and  
Oliver Hudson, are dead to 
him – and now she vows to 
get even with a tell-all tome, 
say sources!

Actor/musician Hudson, 
65, went on the attack after 
Oliver, 38, marked Father’s 
Day by posting a picture  
(below) on the Internet of 
him and Kate with their 
dad taken years ago, along 
with the caption, “Happy  
abandonment day.”

And the Almost Famous 
actress twisted the knife by 
showing a photo of her with 
her mother’s longtime love, 
Kurt Russell, saying, “Pa, just 
simply…thank you, Happy  
Father’s Day. I love you to 
the moon and back.”

The furious Hudson patri-
arch exploded and vowed to 
“break all ties” with his two 
eldest children.

“I no longer recognize Oli-
ver and Kate as my own,” he 
said, adding that the two are 
“dead to me.” And he bitterly 
blasted Goldie, for casting 
him as “the big bad wolf.”

A friend says the nasty war 
of words infuriated Hawn, 
69, who split from Hudson in 
1980 after four years of mar-
riage. The divorce was final 

in 1982. Hawn has been in a 
relationship with Russell since 
1983. Hudson went on to wed  
Laverne & Shirley star Cindy  
Williams. They divorced in 
2000 after two kids.

Now, bad blood is boiling 
up with Hawn. Even though 

she wrote a memoir in 2005, 
the Sock It To Me girl plans to 
churn out another because she 
feels she went too easy on Hud-
son the first time, the source 
says.

“She’s prepared to expose 
him for the cad she believes  

he is,” says the friend.
“Bill’s rant against his 

kids has brought out Gold-
ie’s protective mothering  
instinct.” 

Still, that hasn’t stopped 
Hudson from insisting “I 
don’t want to see either 
of my eldest children ever  
again.”

But it’s water under the 
bridge for Oliver and Kate, 
who consider Russell their 
“true father,” the friend says, 
adding, “The last thing they 
want is a relationship with 
Bill.”

After Goldie’s marriage to 
Bill (above) ended in 1982, 

she found love in the arms of 
beau Kurt Russell (below)

Oliver and Kate now regard 
Kurt as their real dad

Hawn leaps to 
defend kids 
Kate and Oliver 
after they’re 
DISOWNED BY 
FATHER BILL 
HUDSON

FED-UP 

 FATHER 

Goldie Hawn is 
threatening to 

tell all about 
ex-hubby Bill 

Hudson after he 
disowned their 

children 
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4. H, 5. D, 6. E, 7. F, 8. C

3

A. Karina
 Smirnoff

B. Sarah Jessica
Parker

C. Katherine
Heigl

D. Jennifer
Garner

She’s a 
laugh riot 
on Saturday 
nights, but 
these funky 
tootsies are 
no joke

She’s better  
off dreaming 

about sex than 
walking the city 

in these cramped 
vein-poppers 

This hoofer 
should take 
more care 
polishing 
her twinkle 
toes

 MISSED 
 ONE 

1

2
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ANSWERS: 1. B, 2. A, 3. G, 

4

5

7

8

E. Courteney
Cox

F. Katie
Holmes

G. Tina
Fey

H. Jessica
Alba

Friends 
would tell 
this actress  
to cover  
up that  
discoloration

An overlapping  
little toe is no sin 
for this city girl The odd little 

piggy might 
want to make 
this beauty 
use an alias

An extra-long 
second toe 
is strange 

anatomy for  
this bombshell

No  
wonder 

this  
celebrity 
mom had  

a hard 
time 

cruising 
along

 PIGGY 
 BACK! 

 BAD 
 BLOTCH! 

 TOE-LONG 

6
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New test for ovarian cancer Yogurt fights hay fever
��THE “good” gut bacteria found in yogurt can help fight off 

the symptoms of hay fever and other allergies, say researchers 

at Vanderbilt University Medical Center. The scientists figure 

the beneficial bacteria contained in the fermented snack – as 

well as the probiotics in some supplements – boost the immune 

system in a way that stops it from overreacting to pollen and 

other allergens. And that can relieve your sneezing, runny nose 

and itchy eyes.

��A groundbreaking new test for ovarian cancer, now in trials, 

shows promise in dramatically boosting chances of surviving 

the disease, which kills two out of three of its victims. The 

Risk of Ovarian Cancer Algorithm (ROCA) detected 90 

percent of ovarian cancers in post-menopausal women over 

age 50, even if they showed no symptoms. That’s key because 

by the time symptoms such as abdominal pain, bloating and 

nausea appear, it’s often too late for effective treatment.

RxEXTRA

YOU can get rid of that  
unsightly double chin with a 
simple injection that’s just been 
approved by the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration. 

Available this month, the 
drug Kybella is a “major  
leap in the world of cosmetic 
surgery,” Philadelphia-area 
cosmetic surgeon Dr. Lyle 
Back tells GLOBE.

Huge breakthrough
“Kybella injections will  

vanquish that double chin 
– the fat pocket under the 
chin and loose neck skin – as  
easily as Botox erases facial  
wrinkles! 

“It’s gone in minutes!”
The shot is a huge break-

through because it does away 
with surgical incisions and 
liposuction and there is no 
downtime, he says. 

However, the treatment 

cannot be used for other ar-
eas of the body and is only 
approved for use by licensed 
medical professionals.

Kybella contains deoxy-
cholic acid, a substance  
produced in the body that 
helps absorb fat. Experts 
predict it will cost about 

the same as dermal fillers – 
about $560 per treatment. 

Side effects can include 
swelling, bruising, pain, 
numbness, redness and hard-
ness in the treated area. 

While it can also cause 
nerve injury to the jaw re-
sulting in an uneven smile or  

facial muscle weakness and 
trouble swallowing, these side 
effects eventually goes away. 

Troy, Mich., cosmetic surgeon 
Dr. Anthony Youn calls Kybella 
“a breakthrough in the treat-
ment of the double chin.”

– LYNN ALLISON

newstips@globefl.com

LOOK  
YEARS  

YOUNGER
without pain  
or surgery

Rosie O’Donnell’s 
flabby neck is no joke
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HOW TO 
BOOST YOUR 
MEMORY

$5,000.00 A WEEK
“FOREVER”

OFFICIAL ENTRY COUPON

CITY

NAME

ADDRESS

ZIPSTATE

MAIL TO:

OR GO TO:

PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE

ENTER ME TO BECOME A BIG WINNER ON AUGUST 31ST. 

IT'S FREE, BUT hurry! NO ENTRY ACCEPTED

Hi, this is Danielle. As you may have seen on TV, the Prize Patrol and
I are getting ready to award a huge $5,000.00 A Week “Forever”
Prize! That's $5,000.00 every single week for life, PLUS after that,
$5,000.00 a week for the life of someone the winner chooses. Clip
and return the free coupon below and show me you’re ready to
become our next BIG WINNER!

OFFICIAL RULES: ALL PRIZES GUARANTEED TO BE AWARDED AS
OFFERED. NO PURCHASE OR PAYMENT NECESSARY TO WIN. VOID
WHERE PROHIBITED. Contest Officials will take a special early look for
a matching winning number in just a few weeks.  A prize of $5,000.00
A-Week-Forever will be paid to the winner (and thereafter to one other
natural person designated by the winner) of Giveaway No. 4900 if the
timely returned winning entry for our August 31st Special Early Look
SuperPrize Event comes from this promotion.  If an eligible matching
winning number is not returned, an alternate winner will receive a
$1,000,000.00 prize.  Award subject to verification of identity and
eligibility. Winner must sign an Affidavit of Eligibility within 30 days or
alternate winner will be selected.  Principals and employees of PCH and
their immediate families are not eligible.  Board of Judges’ decisions are
final.  Bulk entries will not be accepted.  Not responsible for lost or
mutilated mail.  Acceptance of prize constitutes permission to use winner
and secondary recipient’s name and photograph for promotional
purposes.  Subject to complete Official Rules available at website or mail
address provided.  Entry must be received by 8/7/15.

SWEEPSTAKES FACTS: Giveaway No. 4900;  End Date: 2/29/16; Est.
Odds of Winning: 1 in 1,700,000,000.You Have Not Yet Won. All Entries
Have the Same Chance of Winning. We don’t know who the winner is.
Enter For Free. You don’t have to buy anything to enter. Enter As Often
As You Like. You may submit additional entries by writing to the address
 provided. Each entry request must be mailed separately.  Buying Won’t
Help You Win.Your chances of  winning are the same as someone who buys
something.

ONLY A RETURNED ENTRY CAN 
WIN! RETURN YOURS TODAY!
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www.pch.com/you

Publishers Clearing House
Department of Contests 

P.O. Box 445
Syosset, NY 11791-0445

ZA594

IF you have trouble remember-
ing things or making decisions, 
you’re not alone.

Most people start losing 
thinking and memory skills by 
the age of 45, says California-
based longevity expert Dr. 
Gary Small, author of Two 
Weeks to a Younger Brain.

“But there are certain simple 
strategies you can apply 
to enhance your focus and 
memory,” Small tells GLOBE. 
Here are his tips:

OWhen someone is talking to 
you, listen closely and don’t 
be afraid to ask the person to 
repeat something.
OUse free association and 
mental images to help you 
remember things. For example, 
if a person’s name is Lisa, 
picture the Mona Lisa.
ORepeat information or write 
it down to help retain details. 
O To avoid distraction and help 
you focus, have conversations 
in quiet environments.
ODo one thing at a time. Multi-
tasking can lead to confusion. 
Let the ringing phone go to 
voice mail if you are in the 
middle of doing something else.
OMake physical activity – like 
walking – part of your daily 
routine. Exercise gets oxygen 
and nutrients to the brain cells 
to help keep them functioning 
in top form.

Walking 
helps 
boost 
blood 

flow
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O
N the heels of a shame-
ful child molestation sex 
scandal, the “squeaky-
clean” Duggar clan of TV’s 

unpaid bills!
Clan patriarch Jim Bob, 49, and wife Michelle, 

48, have boasted that raising their horde of kids 
didn’t prevent them from paying all their bills.

But bombshell court documents reveal the 
deadbeats have been slapped with at least five 
liens and lawsuits for non-payment of goods and 
loans!  

“The total debt amounts to approximately 
$14,000,” says a source. 

Yet Jim Bob declared in 2008 that, “We don’t 
have any debt, so it makes it easier to live.”

Disgraced son
But they did owe money, including: $8,800 

to a business partner, nearly $3,500 to Mid- 
Continent Concrete for building a Duggar-
owned cell-phone tower in Springdale, Ark., and 
a $455 tab chalked up by Michelle at a health 
clinic. Also, disgraced oldest son Josh, 27, and 
his wife, Anna, owed $14,000 in back taxes to 
the state of Arkansas. They were released from 
that lien on May 12. 

Their financial fibs are just the latest scandal 
for the Duggars. 

In April, the religious family’s “perfect” image 

sent him to “Christian-based counseling” for 
three months in Little Rock at the time.

Even now, Jim Bob defends his son by pooh-
poohing the severity Josh’s attacks. 

“He was still a juvenile,” says Jim Bob. “This 
was not a rape or anything like that.” 

The sisters he molested – Jessa Seewald, 22, 
and Jill Dillard, 24 – are also standing by their big 
brother. Still, the shameful revelations drove the 
TLC network to yank the popular reality show. 

Experts say the Duggars also lied when 
discussing the sex charges on a June 3 FOX 
News appearance.  

Stephen Laub of the Truth Verification Labs 
says Michelle lied by saying her daughters were 
too young to know they were being sexually 
assaulted.  

“When she answered that question, we got a 
very high indication of stress,” Laub said. “She 
was not truthful.”  

And body-language expert Dr. Lillian Glass 
says Michelle just pretended to cry. 

“There were no tears,” Glass said. “She also 
wiped one eye at a time. You don’t cry one eye 
at a time.” 

A lien (top) proves Jim Bob and wife 
Michelle lied about having debts

Wife Anna (left) is standing by her man, 
Josh, after he confessed to molesting 

sisters Jill and Jessa (right)

TV clan LIED about 
living ‘debt-free’

The huge 
Duggar clan

19 Kids and Counting has been 
caught in a shocking new lie – 
they weren’t debt-free as they 
claimed but owed thousands in 

was shattered when Josh confessed to 
“inappropriately” touching four of his 
sisters and a female he babysat in 2002 
and 2003.

The molestations were hushed up. His parents 
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IT’s a greedy ploy – even for 
the Material Girl!

Madonna, 56, not only got 
a huge break on the price of 
a choice parcel of land next 
to her mansion in New York’s 
Hamptons – she’s also beating 
the taxman by suppos-
edly using it for a tree 
nursery!

In 2010, local  
governments  
purchased the 
24-acre property 
next to Madon-
na’s estate for 
$10 million to 
preserve it 
as open 
space. 
But late 
last year, 
Madonna, 
worth an 
estimated $520 
million, snatched 
it for just $2.2 
million on the 
condition that 
it’s used for 

agricultural purposes.
That cut her annual 

tax bill on the land to 
$2,260 – compared to 

nearly $7,000 for the 
ONE acre parcel 

across the 
street.

Local 
farmer 
Sam 
Lester 

calls the 
sweet-

heart deal 
“a front and 

a fraud,”  
adding that  

Madonna should  
be “ashamed” for  
cheating taxpayers.

MADONNA’S 
MONEY GROWS TREES!

The Material 
Girl’s Hamptons 
mansion and 
budding tree 
nursery

Singer gets 
SWEETHEART

TAX DEAL to farm 
forest next to 

$4.9M mansion
CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-513-9186

*53% savings off annual cover price is like getting 28 issues FREE!* off the newsstand price. 26 issues are $74.10, 52 issues are $119.60

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
P. O. Box 37207, Boone, IA 50037-0207

Send me 52 issues at only $2.30 an issue (U.S. only)
That’s like 28 issues FREE!
Send me 26 issues at only $2.85 an issue (U.S. only)
That’s like 11 issues FREE!

SIGNATURE  X

NAME    

STATE ZIP

STREET   APT. #   

CITY    

Charge My: Visa MasterCard AMEX Discover

Bill Me (U.S. only) Payment is Enclosed

Card Expires

Card Number

PLEASE ALLOW 4-6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY OF FIRST ISSUE.
 Canadian residents: please add $.65 per issue for postage. Foreign residents: please add $1.30 per issue for postage.

Total subscription price: 52 issues are $119.60, 26 issues are $74.10

Save $2.69
an issue!

Subscribe now for
the low, low rate of
just $2.30 an issue.
A savings of over 53% 
off the newsstand 
cover price. That’s
like getting 28
issues for FREE!
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D
YING Kirk Douglas 
saved son Michael’s  
tattered marriage to 
Catherine Zeta-Jones, 
sources tell GLOBE.

That’s the bombshell inside 
story behind Michael’s recent 
candid interview, where he tries 
to downplay his marriage trou-
bles “as a little bump in the road” 
and insists “I love Catherine 
more than I ever have.”

But friends said the couple’s 
marriage appeared doomed 
after a classic Hollywood love 
story.

“Michael and Catherine were 
headed for divorce, but thanks to 
Kirk, they’re trying to put things 
back together,” says a friend.

Over the edge
“The stress of Michael’s 

tongue cancer battle and Cath-
erine’s bipolar disorder pushed 
them over the edge.

“But Kirk rode herd over 
both of them so they could find 
a way back into each other’s 
arms.”

Michael, 70, and Catherine, 

45, married in 2000 after his 
divorce from first wife Diandra.  
They have two children – son 
Dylan, 14, and daughter Carys, 
12 – but turmoil rocked the 
family in recent years.

Douglas developed cancer in 
2010 and endured seven weeks 
of grueling chemotherapy. 
Meanwhile, Zeta-Jones was 
grappling with bipolar disorder 
which led her to seek in-patient 

hospital treatment in 2011 and 
again in 2013.

“They never stopped loving 
each other, but their personal 
problems took their toll,” the 
friend says. 

But when the pair separat-
ed and a $300 million divorce 
loomed, Kirk, 98, stepped in, 
holding up his own 61-year 
marriage to Anne Buydens as 
inspiration. 

Says the friend, “If Kirk 
hadn’t intervened, I’m not sure 
they’d have given their mar-
riage a second go.”

Spartacus star, 98,  
told son to HANG ON to 
Catherine Zeta-Jones

JAZZ great Nina Simone’s  

husband once beat her 

brutally just because 

he saw her stick a fan’s 

note in her pocket.

“He beat me all the way 

home, up the stairs, in 

my room,” the late piano 

whiz recalled about her 

manager-husband,  

Andrew Stoud. “He 

placed a gun to my head, 

tied me up and raped me.”

 A child prodigy, 

Simone was rejected 

for a top scholarship 

because she was black 

and wound up playing in 

seedy jazz bars.

She won acclaim with 

her cover of Baby Just 

Cares For Me, but was 

blackballed by DJs for 

her involvement in the 

violent Black Power 

movement. 

She moved to Africa, 

then Paris, where she 

once again played in  

two-bit clubs.

Simone was eventually 

diagnosed with bipo-

lar disorder and, with 

medication, was able to 

bounce back before her 

death at age 70 in 2003.

“Even in her old age,” 

says daughter Lisa, 

“she was brilliant.”

PIANO 
LEGEND  
NINA’S 
PRIVATE 
HELL

The legendary movie 
star and wife Anne 
(above) have been 
married for more 
than six decades
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genuine mocha & white diamonds 

sparkle in an elegant pavé

Hand-Crafted from Solid Sterling Silver

A  F ine  Jewelry  Exclus ive  from  The  Bradford  Exchange

Diamond Pendant

jewelry

the

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue, Ni les,  IL 60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION                     SEND NO MONEY NOW

LIMITED-TIME OFFER

Reservations will be accepted on a first-come, first-served basis. 
So please respond as soon as possible to reserve your pendant

YES.  Please reserve the “Sweet Decadence” Diamond 

Pendant for me as described in this announcement. 

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
                                                  Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City                                                              State             Zip

E-Mail (Optional)

 01-18337-002-

*Plus $9.98 shipping and service. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of your jewelry after we 

receive your initial deposit. Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance.

©2015 BGE  01-18337-002-EI www.bradfordexchange.com/183372

From jeans to an evening dress, bring fashionable elegance to any look with the luxurious sparkle of our “Sweet Decadence” Diamond Pendant. Hand-crafted 
from solid sterling silver and lavishly plated in 18K gold, our exclusive “Sweet Decadence” Diamond Pendant features an infinity shape for a fashionably elegant 
design. It sparkles with 17 mocha-colored diamonds and 8 dazzling white diamonds—all set in a radiant pavé. One of the most tempting stones on today’s 
market, mocha-colored diamonds are sought for their richly colored hue. Together, the brown and white stones swirl together in a custom pattern like the most 
delectable dessert. The pendant gracefully suspends from an 18” chain to complete the look.  

Don’t  Miss out on An Exceptional Value 
A delicious expression of style every woman should indulge in, this pendant is a remarkable value at just $179. It is payable in 5 easy installments of $35.80 
(plus $9.98 shipping and service), and backed by our 120-day guarantee. It arrives in a velvet jewelry pouch and gift box, along with a Certifi cate of Authenticity. 
To reserve, send no money now; just mail in the Reservation Application. But don’t delay—this is a limited time offer and this pendant is not available in stores. 
Order today!

Shown 

actual size

Your pendant 
arrives in a velvet 
pouch and gift box

Try a Taste of Luxury 

E21601

Lavishly Plated in 18K Gold
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For the week of July 20 – July 26 Emily Hamer-West
by

Stormy Saturn sets the stage for bad moods and bickering 
over summer travel and recreation, but be the bigger 
person, Ram. Paste a smile on your face, go with the flow, 

and things will work out for the best. A friend suggests a simple 
way to cut your household utilities costs – listen well. 

A chance to move ahead in your career isn’t all it seems, 
but Mars in Cancer helps you weigh the pros and cons. 
Someone close needs you but won’t ask for help. Look 
to the one who seems strongest and offer your help. Running 
errands? Go someplace new and you’ll make a new friend.

Good news comes your way about a loan application, as 
Mercury motivates you to shop for a big ticket item – and 

ask someone you’ve been eyeing for a date. Avoid confron-
tation with anyone in authority on Saturday. It won’t go well.

Putting the cart before the horse only causes confu-
sion, even if you think it will help you get your own way. 

Wednesday’s Libra moon brings the solution to a 
neighborhood problem. Don’t be tempted to show off this 
weekend or you may end up a laughing stock!

You’ve got extra energy to finish a project that’s 
been dragging on. Don’t worry about failing, the 
cosmos has your back. Avoid major appearance 

changes now. Venus retrograde could lead to disappoint-
ing results. Look for a small contest win this weekend! 

Feeling more cantankerous than cheerful lately?  
That’s no excuse for bad behavior! The sun  
aligning with Mercury says: Be nice. Someone  
important is looking closely! Stop and chat with a neighbor 
this weekend. He has exciting news to share!

As the voice of reason in a crisis, you’ll have to 
convince someone close not to meddle in an-
other’s problems. It’s a good week to go clothes shopping 

– you’ll find lots of bargains. Plan a romantic date night with your 
sweetie under Saturday’s sultry Scorpio moon.

Feeling stymied? Jot down everything that 
needs to be done and then cross off all but the 

most urgent! After the sun moves into energetic Leo 
Thursday, you’ll find it easier to function! Shopping for household 
items? Think carefully before plunking down cash.

Jumping to conclusions while Venus is in retrograde 
clouds your vision and can lead to big trouble, Archer. 
Better to take a wait-and-see attitude now. Make ‘hydrate’ 

your buzz word – your body needs more water than usual, now. 
When you hear the number 5 repeated three times, luck is nearby!  

All work and no play makes for a cranky Capricorn. But 
generous Jupiter aligns with Mercury to send financial 
ease your way, so take this chance to vacation or at least 
enjoy a few days off! Grabbing meals on the run drains vitality. Plan 
some sit-down dinners with family and friends.  

Call a truce with someone you’ve been battling with, as 
Venus finally sets up the conditions for a compromise, 
then it’s smooth sailing all week. For singles, you’ll sail 

right into the arms of someone you meet at a musical venue! Get 
ready for a weekend adventure and a cash-flow thrill! 

A bright idea could make you a ton of cash, but listen 
to your gut feelings and wait until the next full moon to 
share your plans! The weekend brings new friendships, 
and for singles, a potentially sizzling romance. Will it lead to lasting 
love? Only Cupid knows and he’s not telling! 

ARIESMarch 21 - April 20 TAURUS April 21 - May 21

GEMINIMay 22 - June 21 CANCER June 22 - July 22

LEO July 23 - August 23 VIRGO August 24 - September 22

LIBRA September 23 - October 23 SCORPIO October 24 - November 22

SAGITTARIUS November 23 - December 21 CAPRICORN December 22 - January 20

AQUARIUS January 21 - February 18 PISCES February 19 - March 20

YOUR HOROSCOPE

SANDRA
BULLOCK
turns 51 on 

July 26

CELEBRITY

BIRTHDAY

negotiate a fair price too! Midweek is the perfect time to 
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T R A M S

FRAMEWORK

T I P O F F    L   L O B
O   M  O P T I O N  O  O
U   N  O    W   O  O
C H R I S T I E  P O C K E T
H  U   F  X  O  H   L
B  L   A X E L S  I D L E
A C E S  U  C  T I P   G
C     L  U      A
K I C K  T O T A L  L O V E
 C      E      E
P I V O T A L   S    R
 N   I   I  N A S S A U
 G I V E A N D G O  I  G
    U   O  W I N N E R
B O N S P I E L  Y  K  S

WIN $200!

GOOD LUCK!

These words are listed in alphabetical 

order according to length. Fit them into 

their proper places in the Framework. 

This puzzle has been started for you with 

the entry TRAMS. Now look for a 4-letter 

word starting with A. Continue working 

this way until the puzzle is completed.

SOLUTION FOR WEEK #23

You can win a $200 cash prize for the 
first complete, correct Framework 
solution pulled from our mailbag. Get 
out your luckiest pencil and solve this 
puzzle, then send your answer to:

GLOBE FRAMEWORK #29
P.O. Box 3029, 
Boca Raton, FL  33431-0929
Entry must be received by August 3, 2015.  

Hong Kong

3 Letters

Age
Aid
Fog
Sea
Sun
4 Letters

Ally
Cede
East
Oxen
Quay
Reef
Sail
Site

Tern
Yang
5 Letters

China
Guest
Metre
Opera
Rival
Steep
Taste
Tower
Trams �
Unite
6 Letters

Cartel

Colony
Lender
Merger
Soccer
Taoism
7 Letters

Acacias
Central
Dogwood
Finance
Kowloon
Markets
Royalty
Tourism

Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase necessary. Odds 
of winning depend on the number of correct entries received. THIS 
CONTEST IS VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. The name of the win-
ners may be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped envelope 
to GLOBE #29 FRAMEWORK, 1000 American Media Way, Boca Raton, 
FL 33464-1000. All entries become property of American Media, Inc. 
Selection of winning entrants for the contest will be on August 4, 2015, 
at our offices in Florida. Any information entrants provide to sponsor 
may be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or third party, 
marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded in the form of a check. 
Check is valid for six months from the date of issuance. If winner does 
not cash check within six months of date of issuance, check will be 
invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.

For more great puzzles visit www.PennyDellPuzzles.com
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HOW TO ENTER
Spot 10 differences between our cartoons. 

Slight color differences DON’T COUNT.

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY August 3, 2015 
Spot the Differences #29 

P.O. Box 5061, Boca Raton, FL 33431-0861  
Please print clearly. 

Name _______________________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________

City _________________________________________________________

State/Zip ___________________________________________________

Daytime phone number _______________________________________

SEND QUIZ ENTRY ONLY. DO NOT INCLUDE MAIL  
TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS. Please print clearly. 

Winners will be notified by mail or phone. Allow 6-8 weeks to receive winnings. GLOBE 
assumes no responsibility for late, misdirected or lost mail. All entries become the 
property of GLOBE. This contest is void where prohibited by law. All federal, state and 
local laws apply. Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. 
Free alternate means of entry. Circle the differences on the cartoon and mail in this 
form. OR write your name, address and telephone number – and list the 10 differences 
– on a 3x5 card and send it to the address above. Selection of winning entrants for 
the contest will be August 4, 2015, at our offices in Florida. Names of winners will be 
printed in the August 24, 2015, issue of GLOBE. Odds of winning depend on number of 
correct entries received. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may be used to 
communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will 
be awarded in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months from the date of issu-
ance. If winner does not cash check within six months of date of issuance, check will be 
invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.
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“If only it were this easy to keep your mom’s mouth from leaking!”

Come on, folks! Here’s your chance to win big bucks and have lots  
of fun in America’s most exciting competition – and it’s free!

PUZZLE

#29
Q�$300 to the first correct entry out of the bag! 

Q�$25 goes to the first five runners-up!

WIN
$300!
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A
VETERAN stewardess has 
broken the airline indus-
try’s unofficial code of  
silence and is ripping 

the lid off the high-flying  
hijinks among pampered  
first class passengers in an 
eye-popping new book, Cabin  
Fever.

After joining Richard Bran-
son’s Virgin Atlantic Airways, 
now-41-year-old Mandy Smith 
says she was stunned by 
“what goes on thousands of 
feet in the air. I had a passen-
ger slide his hand up my skirt 
when I was attending to the 
overhead” luggage compart-
ments and she saw a “couple 
in the throes of passion” run 
around “buck naked” in the 
first class section.

“It was a lot to put 
up with, especially 
for my meager sal-
ary of $19,000 for my 
1,000 flying hours a 
year,” says Smith, 
who worked for 
the airline for more 
than a decade on  
international flights.

And contrary to 
what many believe 
about frisky airline 
staff, Mandy insists 
it was definitely the pas-
sengers who got up to sexy  
shenanigans during flights – 
at least most of the time.

“I knew of only 
two instances where 
cabin crew messed 
about,” she says. 
“One stewardess on 
my flight was caught 
giving oral sex to 
a famous boyband 
member but she was 
sacked on the spot. 
They take that very 
seriously.”

But once the 
flights ended, it was an 
entirely different story – 
in keeping with the com-
pany’s job application that 

read, “you will work hard,  
but you will party harder!”

‘Mile High Club’
Mandy, who now lives in 

Britain, joined the “Mile High 
Club” while flying with a boy-
friend to the Florida Keys in a 
private two-seat Cessna! She 
boasts about “having a guy at 
every port from the Caribbe-
an to South Africa,” partying 
with millionaires and enjoy-
ing wild, champagne-fueled 
flings with rugby stars and 
other hunks.

But the retired frequent flier, 

who has settled down and is 
now happily married, reveals 
not all celebrity encounters 
were fun and games. One of 
her co-workers ended up mix-
ing it up with the mother of a 
“very famous” star who “sud-
denly went crazy and had to 
be wrestled to the ground” 
after drinking “throughout 
the flight and taking sleeping 
pills.”

Incredibly, the woman 
“head-butted my colleague, 
burst open her nose and never 
apologized.” 

WHAT REALLY HAPPENS 
IN FIRST CLASS

Stewardess  
Mandy Smith’s 
book bares all

Virgin Atlantic 
boss, Sir Richard 

Branson, gives 
stewardess Mandy 

Smith her wings
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Peanuts debuted October 2, 1950. 2015 marks its
65th anniversary. You can almost see Snoopy

doing his happy dance now! Peanuts quickly sky-
rocketed to success and became one of the longest
running, most popular comic strips in the world—
much to the delight of creator Charles Schulz. 

What’s next? A world exclusive 
of course!
Almost from the beginning, everyone’s favorite
Peanuts characters found their way onto T-shirts,
calendars and lunch boxes. Now, America’s favorite
beagle has found his way onto a commemorative
coin. Masterfully struck by England’s Pobjoy Mint,
the reverse depicts Snoopy, and his feathered 
sidekick Woodstock hanging out on the doghouse.
This officially-licensed, legal-tender copper-nickel
coin is the first to honor Peanuts 65th anniversary.
Claim yours today from the official distributor,
GovMint.com!

By ordering today, you
can lock in our great
low price—plus the 
security of our full 
30-day satisfaction guarantee. 

Buy more and SAVE MORE!
$24.95 each for 1–4 coins (plus s/h)
$23.95 each for 5–9 coins (plus s/h)
$22.95 each for 10–19 coins (plus s/h) 
$19.95 each for 20+ coins (plus s/h) Save $100 
or MORE!

For fastest service, call today toll-free 

1-800-863-7267
Offer Code CSP122-01

Please mention this code when you call.

THE BEST SOURCE FOR COINS WORLDWIDE™

Prices and availability subject to change without notice. Past performance is not a 
predictor of future performance. NOTE: GovMint.com® is a private distributor of 
worldwide government coin and currency issues and privately issued licensed collectibles 
and is not affiliated with the United States government. Facts and figures deemed accurate 
as of May 2015. ©2015 GovMint.com.
© PEANUTS Worldwide LLC

GovMint.com • 14101 Southcross Dr. W. Dept. CSP122-01 • Burnsville, Minnesota 55337

Queen Elizabeth II
on the obverse

38.6 mm diameter
legal tender—B.V.I.

SHANIA’S 
PAIN OVER  
HUBBY’S 
BETRAYAL

IT’s been six years since 

Shania Twain discovered 

her husband was sleeping 

with her best friend – and 

the Canadian country 

queen is still bitter about 

the betrayal.

Shania seemed happily 

married to record producer 

Robert “Mutt” Lange until 

he ran off 

with her 

best friend, 

Marie-Anne 

Thiebaud, 

exploding 

the 17-year 

union.

“When that 

happened, 

I thought, 

‘Forget it, this is more than 

I can handle. I’m never 

going to sing again,’” she 

recalls. “I had to grieve 

through it.”

Shania, 49, remains 

cordial with Mutt for the 

sake of their son, Eja, 13. 

But the same doesn’t apply 

for Marie-Anne, whose ex-

hubby, Swiss Nestle exec 

Frederic Thiebaud, wound 

up marrying Shania!

“She’s not my future,” 

says Shania about her for-

mer BFF. “She’s my past.”  

Shania 
and Mutt 

before  
the split

Good grief Charlie Brown, has it been that long? Lock In and SAVE
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T
HE nightmare continues 
for Mick Jagger’s former 
flame, Marianne Faithfull!

The aging singer busted 
her hip in a fall in Greece in May 
2014, leading to emergency sur-
gery. Then, early this year, she 
found out the hip is infected and 
required another operation. That 
forced her to cancel dates on her 
50th anniversary tour, and she’s 
still walking with a cane.

“It makes me very sad that 
we have to postpone every-
thing,” Faithfull, 68, wrote on 
her Web site. “The infection is 
a completely ordinary one that 
was obviously picked up on the 
operation table in Greece.

“But there’s no use crying over 
spilled milk. It was a bad luck 
accident and a bad luck scene.”

Faithfull had a huge hit in the 

She’s had to cancel concerts in the past 

“I would really like to feel great,” says 

Rock queen, 68, 
needs cane to 
HOBBLE AROUND

GAME SHOW HOSTS
MAKE BIG 

DOUGH!
RUNNING a game show may 

seem low on the showbiz 

ladder when it comes to 

being a talent or star, but 

the hosts of these popular 

programs are laughing all 

the way to the bank.

PAT SAJAK pulls down 

a whopping $12 million a 

year on Wheel of Fortune 

and his teammate VANNA 

WHITE gets $8 million just 

to smile and turn letters.

Here are other game show 

hosts and their surprisingly 

huge paychecks: 

Q STEVE HARVEY also 

rakes in $12 million a year 

to handle teams of relatives 

on Family Feud.

Q ALEX TREBEK is as 

handsome as most leading 

men, but he doesn’t have 

to work nearly as hard as 

them to earn $10 million a 

year on Jeopardy.

Q DREW CAREY went 

from his hit sitcom to 

replacing Bob Barker on 

The Price is Right. And his 

price is right – at a cool 

$8.5 million annually.

WHERE
ARE THEY 
NOW?

Marianne 
dated Mick 
Jagger for 
four years

Botched  
surgery in 

Greece led to 
an infected hip 

and another 
operation for 

the music  
legend, who 
was a 1970s 

sensation 
(right), and 

continues to 
perform

Pat Sajak 
and Vanna 

White rake in 
a combined 
$20 million 

a year

1960s with As Tears Go By and dated Jagger 
for four years before they split in 1970. But 
she’s also endured a heroin addiction, three 
failed marriages, suicide attempts, an over-
dose and a myriad of health woes including 
breast cancer and hepatitis C.

due to exhaustion and a back injury – and 

Faithfull, “and I’m going to work on that.”

now this.



(Please print clearly.)

09-06182-001-E21601

Name______________________________________________________________

Address____________________________________________________________

City__________________________________State_______Zip_______________

Signature__________________________________________________________

�YES!  Please reserve the “Aloha from Hawaii 
Woody Wagon” collectible keepsake for me as 
described in this announcement.     

09-06182-001-EI

MAIL TO:

On January 14, 1973, Elvis Presley fans the world over tuned in to see their hero 
perform in one of the greatest televised concerts of all time. Dressed in his trademark 
American Eagle jumpsuit, he was the fi rst solo artist to be broadcast live via satellite to 
an international audience. And now this legendary television event serves as the 
inspiration behind a never-before-seen tribute to the King of Rock and Roll™.

As the birthplace of big wave surfi ng, Hawaii is a top desitination for those looking 
to ride the waves. And to transport their 9-foot 6-inch surfboards, many surfers relied 
on the Woody Station Wagon. Hamilton has skillfully handcrafted a 1937 Studebaker 
Woody Wagon and hand-painted it in bright glossy and metallic shades to give it a 
cheery red, chrome and wood-look showroom fi nish. Then colorful artistry of Elvis 
from his legendary Hawaiian concert, along with his replica signature and decorative 
fl oral designs are emblazoned on the hood, side and back panels. 

Limited to only 95 casting days, “Aloha from Hawaii Woody Wagon” is hand-
numbered and sent with a Certifi cate of Authenticity. Reserve yours now for only four 
installments of $24.99*. Send no money now. You will be billed only your fi rst 
installment prior to shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back!

©2015 HC All Rights Reserved.
ELVIS™ and ELVIS PRESLEY™ are trademarks of ABG EPE IP LLC 

Rights of Publicity and Persona Rights: Elvis Presley Enterprises, LLC
© 2015 ABG EPE IP LLC

Mail Today!

9204 Center For The Arts Drive, Niles, Illinois 60714-1300

Allow 8 to 10 weeks after initial payment for shipment.

 *Add a total of $13.00 for shipping 
and service.  Deliveries to FL and IL 
will be billed appropriate sales tax. 

SEND NO MONEY NOW!

Aloha from Hawaii

The King of Rock and 
Roll’s™ images are the 

stars on all sides of the 
Woody Wagon.

Even the 
surfboards 

attached to the roof 
boast a musical 
theme and pay 

tribute to Elvis’ band.

Handcraft ed to 1:18 scale — 
shown smaller than 

approximate size of 10" long.

Th e locale … the talent … the 1,500,000,000 viewers — a fi rst-ever 
handcraft ed Woody Wagon pays tribute to Elvis Presley and 

his history-making Aloha From Hawaii concert!
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DAVID CARRADINE’s ex-wife 

Marina Anderson is 

revealing the most 

intimate secrets of the 

tragic Kung Fu star in a 

blockbuster new book.

In David Carradine, 

The Eye of My Tornado,  

Anderson includes a 

stunning photo gallery 

that shows the TV actor 

and martial arts hero at home 

and at work.

The book includes one picture 

of him posing like a sexy 

leading man and another 

of him serenading 

Marina – his fourth of 

five wives – at a Mexican 

restaurant.

As GLOBE previously 

reported, the book also 

reveals Anderson has 

been investigating her 

ex-husband’s death after he was 

found hanging in the closet of a 

Bangkok, Thailand, hotel room in 

June 2009.

While Thai authorities ruled 

the 72-year-old actor died during 

a kinky solo sex act, Anderson 

claims she has unearthed proof 

he was murdered.

An autopsy photo published in 

GLOBE’s issue last week backs up 

Anderson’s claims, say experts. 

That photo does not appear in her 

book.                       – BOB BURNS
bobburns@globefl.com

EX-WIFE’S BOOK REVEALS REAL DAVID CARRADINE

Carradine and 
ex-wife Marina. At 
right, her new book 
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HITNEY HOUSTON’s only 
child, Bobbi Kristina Brown, 
spent her heartbreaking last 
days in hospice care as her 
boyfriend Nick Gordon faced a 

murder investigation and a 
multi-million-dollar lawsuit 
filed by her family.

The tragic 22-year-old was 
taken off life support and 
all medications by her fa-

Northwestern University, to see specialists  
suggested by family friend Tyler Perry.

No hope
Experts in brain trauma confirmed what 

doctors in Atlanta had been saying all along 
– that there was no hope, says a source.

“The trip was made to convince Bobby 
Brown that he truly had done all he could 
to help his daughter,” and to let her go 
naturally, says a source.

Bobbi Kristina was moved to the 
Peachtree Christian Hospice in Duluth 

Now Bobbi Kristina’s  
BOYFRIEND IS 
FACING BIG TROUBLE

Bobbi 
Kristina’s 
terrible 
situation 
bore eerie 
similarities 
to her 
mother 
Whitney 
Houston’s 
death

ther, singer Bobby Brown, 
after she was flown on a 
medical plane to Chicago’s 

Tyler Perry
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These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. Use as directed. 

Individual results may vary. BetterMAN and BetterWOMAN
are the trademarks of Interceuticals, Inc. ©2015 Interceuticals, Inc.

Call Now & Ask How To Get A

FREE BONUS BOTTLE
CALL 1-888-357-7437
www.BetterWOMANnow.com

ALL NATURAL 
Clinically-Tested Herbal Supplement
Reduces Bladder Leaks • Reduces Urinary 

Frequency • Safe and Effective – No 
Known Side Effects • Costs Less than 

Traditional Bladder Control Options • Sleep 
Better All Night • Live Free of Worry, 
Embarrassment, and Inconvenience

Frequent nighttime trips to 
the bathroom, embarrassing 
leaks and the inconvenience 
of constantly searching for 
rest rooms in public – for 
years, I struggled with bladder 
control problems. After 
trying expensive medications 

with horrible side effects, ineffective exercises 
and undignified pads and diapers, I was ready to 
resign myself to a life of bladder leaks, isolation 
and depression. But then I tried BetterWOMAN.

When I first saw the ad for BetterWOMAN, I was 
skeptical. So many products claim they can set 
you free from leaks, frequency and worry, only 
to deliver disappointment. When I finally tried 
BetterWOMAN, I found that it actually works!
It changed my life. Even my friends 
have noticed that I’m a new person. 
And because it’s all natural, I can 
enjoy the results without the 
worry of dangerous side effects. 
Thanks to BetterWOMAN, I 
finally fought bladder control 
problems and I won!

Thanks to BetterWOMAN, 
I’m winning the battle for

Bladder Control.

Limited
Time
Offer

You don’t have to let bladder control 
problems control you. Call now!

Also Available: BetterMAN®

The 3-in-1 Formula Every Man Needs –
Better BLADDER, Better PROSTATE, and Better STAMINA!
Order online at www.BetterMANnow.com.

where she was dressed in her favorite 
pajamas and surrounded by framed 
photographs of her and her mother.

“The lights in her room were dimmed and 
scented candles were lit,” says a source.

Her favorite Whitney songs, includ-
ing Greatest Love of All, I Will Always 
Love You and Didn’t We Almost Have It 
All, played quietly, as her 
family kept a bedside 
vigil and made plans to 
lay her to rest with her 
mother.

Whitney was bur-
ied at Fairview 
Cemetery in 
Westfield, N.J., 
after her drug-
related death in 
the bathtub of her 
Beverly Hills hotel 
on Feb. 11, 2012.

But the five-
month ordeal in-
volving Bobbi 
Kristina is far from 
over, say sources.

In a scenario ee-
rily similar to her 
mother’s, Bobbi 
Kristina was found 
unresponsive and 
submerged in the 

bathtub of the home in Roswell, Ga., that 
she shared with her lover, Gordon, 25.

He was banned from seeing Bobbi 
Kristina by her distraught family as they 
fought to save her life.

But he’s now the subject of a $10 million 
lawsuit alleging he beat her – including on 
the day she was found unconscious – and 

stole $11,000 from her bank accounts 
while she lay in a coma.

The suit also claims 
that when she was 
found on Jan. 31, 
she was “face down 

with her mouth 
swollen…”

Meanwhile, Ro-
swell cops are 
reportedly treat-
ing the case as a 
criminal investi-
gation with specu-
lation mounting 

that Gordon will 
face charges.

“In view of the new 
circumstances regarding 

Kristina Brown, we will 
be reviewing the case 
with greater interest,” 
said District Attorney 
Paul Howard.

Whitney, 
daughter Bobbi 

Kristina and 
hubby Bobby 
together in 

1999

Nick Gordon 
(far left) and 
Bobbi Kristina 
were living in 
a Roswell, Ga., 
townhouse (left) 
at the time of 
the tragedy. 
Bobby Brown 
(below) made the 
decision to take 
his daughter to 
the Peachtree 
Christian 
Hospice
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       SHEELA WOOD FRIENDSHIP CLUB

WV. 015-725 Beautiful Sicilian 
princess, old fashioned, 39, loy-
al, needs love, relocatable. Are 
there any real gentlemen left? 
Seeking soulmate, friend. Finan-
cially secure a must.

AZ. 015-726 Retired lady, 73, 
green eyes, long blonde-white 
hair, 5’5”. Lives happy life, 
healthy, Christian l i festyle. 
Seeks friendship, possible mar-
riage with business man, handy-
man or farmer/rancher.

NY. 015-727 Retired, Nassau 
County, White widow, 5’3”, 
Scorpio, active, upbeat, home-
owner, seeks White widower, 68 
plus for true friendship. Disabil-
ity welcome.

SC. 015-728 SWWF, senior, 
good health, good habits, good 
personality, honest, optimistic, 
5’2”, 135, attractive, moving to 
SC in the near future. Looking 
for friendship with nice, White 
gentleman, same qualities, age 
72-88. No convicts.

TX. 015-729 DWF, 69, 5’7”, 150 
lbs., loves Dallas Cowboys, to-
getherness, traveling. Seeks tall 
gent, 65 plus. I can relocate for Mr. 
Right. Photo, phone. Write soon.

LA. 015-730 Elderly lady, still 
attractive, looking for man, 70s 
or older. I own house and land. 
Need cuddling affection. Has to 
have income. Must relocate.

WOMEN SEEKING MEN

USA 015-713  Pet i te, dark 
skinned Pisces. Island beauty. 
61 looks 35. Loves outdoors, 
antiques, gardens, CW music. 
Seeks sincere, romantic, spon-
taneous, kind hearted, country 
gent. Don’t have to be rich or 
handsome for TLC. Any age/
nationality. Photo/phone ex-
changed.

SC. 015-714 Middle age WW, 
5’5”, 198 lbs. Gray hair, brown 
eyes. Healthy, retired, secure, 
homeowner, country. Good 
cook, clean, honest, truthful, no 
dependents. Bluegrass music, 
laughter. Seek White male, lat-
er 60s to early 70s to relocate. 
Honest, truthful, no alcohol, 
drugs, diseases. No depen-
dents, retired, secure. No foul 
play. Photo, phone please.

TX. 015-715 Texas only. SWF 
senior, reliable, faithful, and 
trustworthy. Send a birthday 
card, please. Write kind let-
ters. LTR. Learn to play golf. 
Military retired. Photo. No in-
mates.

FL. 015-717 Correctional in-
stitute inmate. Down-to-earth 
SWF, DDF, seeking that spe-
cial someone, LTR, kind, caring, 
honest, genuine, understanding. 
Seeking to expand my horizons. 
I’m unique with an awesome 
personality.

NC. 015-731 Woman of your wild-
est dreams, buxom, fluffy, blonde, 
romanticist, southern belle, honest, 
loyal, Christian, marriage minded. 
Age, assets unimportant. Spirited, 
worldly, financially secure, NS/
ND, desires travel companion 
through life. Reach out, touch 
my heart heart please. Photo.

NM. 015-732 SWF would like to 
meet gentleman, 65 plus, who 
enjoys darts, card games, good 
sense of humor, loves life.

TX. 015-733 WWF, 5’4”, 140 
lbs. ISO SWMC 70 to 80, LTR, 
share my home, duties, TLC, 
travel. No alcohol, tobacco, 
drugs, disease. Looks, disabled 
ok. Companionship for life. 
Photo.

MEN SEEKING WOMEN

WI. 114-491 Correctional insti-
tute inmate. SBM, 44, strong be-
liever in what’s good. My words 
are limited, but I’m ISO you if 
you’re willing to travel the dis-
tance of what’s real. 

OH. 114-493 Attractive, middle-
aged DWM, dominant, yet re-
spectful. Seeks submissive F 
under 40 for LTR.

GA. 114-494 DWM, 48, seeks 
LTR. All marriage minded wom-
en can reply. I’m also looking 
for a mother fi gure if you need a 
son. Write with photos.

CA. 114-495 In search of pro-
fessional Black or White or Fili-
pino, 29 to 59 years old, good 
looking. No inmates. 54 years.

USA 114-496 Healthy, slim, 
retired male, average height, 
homeowner, no vices, very ac-
tive, 70s. Like to hear from hon-
est, healthy SWF or Asian, not 
obese, with same qualities. LTR 
and more. Photo and phone. 
Will answer all. 

WV. 114-497 SWM, not bad 
looking, age 43, 5’7”.  ISO 
young looking SWF Amish 
lady  f rom Cleve land,  OH 
country. I am a good man and 
a good worker sometimes. I 
am a Christian, church going 
gentleman. I am looking for 
a good church going Amish 
lady and a good cook. Looking 
for Miss Right. God made a 
woman for me as a soulmate. 
Good colleges, career in busi-
ness. Someone who wants 
to have good t ime Christ-
mas party, a school teacher. 
Searching for photo, phone, 
letter.

USA 500-698 Nice looking 
male, 60s, seeks marriage 
minded female, 45-60s, slim and 
busty. Sincere replies.

PA. 500-699 Lonely, SWM, 56, 
5’5”, 140 lbs., long hair, carries 
shoulder bag, disability income. 
Seeking lonely female to care 
about, to simply share time to-
gether.

s s ssss s s
ss

Put ad
number
on back.

BY MAIL:

HOW TO ANSWER ADS

RESPONSE COSTS: $6.00 EACH OR THREE FOR $14.00

To respond to ads in this section:

1.   Write your response. Include any contact information you would like the person 

reading your letter to use, should they choose to communicate further.

2.  Place your response in an envelope, seal it, and attach the correct U.S. postage.

3.   On the back of the envelope (see example above), write the 6-digit number of the ad

     you are responding to.

4.  Place your response envelope(s) and payment (see costs above) in U.S. Funds (checks

must be drawn upon a U.S. bank) or U.S. Money Order, into another envelope. Write 

your return address on the front, upper left hand corner of the envelope in order for us 

to contact you if needed. Seal, attach proper U.S. postage and mail to:

Sheela Wood, P.O. Box 270787, Tampa, FL 33688
You have up to 4 months from the issue date to respond by mail.

The advertiser, and not this publication, assumes the responsibil-

ity for the truthfulness and/or accuracy of their advertising mes-

sage. Responses are mailed within two weeks of processing. We 

hope that you will meet the per-son(s) you are searching for, but 

please realize that interests are not always mutual. We therefore, 

cannot guarantee that you will receive response from those you 

send responses to. Also, when you correspond with someone, 

you assume all risk associated with the established relationship. Beware 

of any communication in which you are asked for monetary assistance.

ss ss

000-000Place
stamp
on envelope.

 CONNECTIONS

ISO ............. In Search Of

LTR ............. Long Term  

                      Relationship

TLC ............. Tender Loving   

                    Care

SBF ............. Single Black  

                     Female

SWF ............. Single White 

                     Female

SBM ........... Single Black 

                     Male

SWM .......... Single White  

                     Male

WWF .......... White Widowed 

                      Female

BWM .......... Black Widowed 

                     Male

C ................ Christian

S ................ Single

D ................ Divorced

H ................ Hispanic

ABBREVIATION SAMPLES:

NOTICE: Any correspondence and/or inter-
actions/dealings you engage in with an 
advertiser/responder is done so at your own 
risk. Beware of any communication in which 
you are asked for monetary assistance.

��������HOW TO PLACE AN AD* 

yyyy

CHECK ME OUT!

ss ss

TO PLACE AN AD BY MAIL: Ad copy and payment (U.S. Funds) by cash, check drawn 

upon a U.S. bank, U.S. money order, MasterCard, VISA,  American Express or Discover 

to: Sheela Wood, 5020 W. Linebaugh Ave., Mailbox #9, Tampa, FL 33624.

TO PLACE AN AD BY FAX/EMAIL: Fax your ad copy and payment to: (888) 767-2849 

or Email to: sheelawood@russelljohns.com Fax/Email orders must be paid by VISA, 

MasterCard, American Express, Discover or PayPal. Include card number, expiration 

date, authorized amount, cardholder’s signature and the credit card billing address.

COST OF AD: (per week) $37 for up to 25 words; $59 for 26-40 words; $90 for 41-55 

words; $113 for 56-70 words; each additional word over 70 - $1.70 per word.

ALL ORDERS: Include your name, address and phone number. Written confi rmation/ 

response number will be sent when order is processed.

For further information, call: 1-800-223-6226 Monday-Friday 8:30 - 5:00 Eastern.

 CATEGORIES AVAILABLE:  Women Seeking Men • Men Seeking Women

Women Seeking Women • Men Seeking Men • Connections

YELLOW TINT: $9.00 or RED TEXT: $9.00

EYESTOPPER: $16.00

Choose from these eyestoppers:

 1.                             2.                     3.                          4.

5.                          6.                            7.                            8.

Sheela Wood ads are published in Globe and National Examiner. We reserve 

the right to edit or reject any copy. This column is strictly for personal ads and 

not for commercial solicitations. *Must be 18+. Response to advertisements 

cannot be guaranteed.
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S C R A M B L E

HOW TO PLAY
Look up, down, diagonally, backward, forward, sideways – in 
all directions – to find the names or words in the list below. As 
you locate a word in the diagram, circle the letters and cross 
it off the list. After circling all the words, read all the unused 
letters to find the answer to the scramble solution. When you 
discover it, write your solution in the entry blank or on a 3x5 
card and mail it to the address given in the rules.

SEND QUIZ ENTRY ONLY.
DO NOT INCLUDE MAIL

TO OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

Please print clearly.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: OUTDOOR WEDDING VENUE  _________________

Name ___________________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________

City _____________________________________________________________

State _____________________________ Zip ___________________________

Enter GLOBE’s Word Scramble contest and win CASH! Read the rules carefully, 
solve the puzzle, fill in your name and address and mail your entry to: GLOBE 
Word Scramble 29, P.O. Box 3030, Boca Raton, FL 33431-0997. Entries must 
be received by August 3, 2015. Selection of winning entrants for the contest 
will be on August 4, 2015, at our offices in Florida. First correct answer drawn 
at random wins $100, the next correct answer drawn wins $50, and the next 

five win $10 each. Names of the winners will be printed in 
the August 24, 2015, issue of GLOBE. This week’s Scramble 
winners are below. Employees of GLOBE and its affiliates are 
not eligible. For a free copy of this puzzle and entry blank, 
please address your request to GLOBE, Att: WS Reader 
Service, 1000 American Media Way, Boca Raton, FL 33464-
1000. DO NOT SEND PUZZLE ENTRIES TO THIS ADDRESS. 
No facsimiles of entries from automatic duplicating devices 

will be accepted. Odds of winning depend on the number of correct entries 
received. Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase necessary. 
THIS CONTEST VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. Any information entrants 
provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or 
third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded in the form of a check. 
Check is valid for six months from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash 
check within six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, prize will be 
forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.

Mail to:
GLOBE Word Scramble No. 29

P.O. Box 3030
Boca Raton, FL 33431-0997

WORD SCRAMBLE NO. 19 QUIZ                                   ANSWER: HITCHED

The following GLOBE readers are winners of the Word 
Scramble No. 24 Quiz, which appeared in issue No. 24, June 
15, 2015. FIRST PRIZE ($100): D. Blankenship, Fruita, Colo.
SECOND PRIZE ($50): R. Kluckman, Janesville, Wis. THIRD 
PRIZE ($10): L. Talbert, Irving, Texas; A. Hamel, Henderson, 
Nev.; C. Medlin, Vero Beach, Fla.; E. House, Baltimore, M.D.;  
C. Pruett, Columbus, Ind.

ALBUM
BEST MAN
BOUQUET
BUSY
CAKE
CANDLES
CARS
CATERER

CEREMONY 
CITY HALL
CONFETTI
CORSAGE
DANCE
DECORATE
DINNER
GIFTS

GOWN
HONEYMOON
HOTEL
INVITE
LIMO
LOVE
MARRIAGE
MATRIMONY

MINISTER
NEWLYWEDS
NUPTIALS
REHEARSE
RELATIVES
WIFE 

$200 IN
PRIZES!

 Y S U B H R E T S I N I M
 E T A R O C E D E T B T U
 E T I V N I E A V T E E B
 S R A C E W F N I E S U L
 L L A H Y T I C T F T Q A
 D O I L M M W E A N M U C
 I V W M O G A L L O A O A
 N E Y N O M E R E C N B T
 N A R Y N O M I R T A M E
 E E S R A E H E R I O K R
 R D S E L D N A C E A H E
 E G A S R O C S T F I G R
 N S L A I T P U N W O G E

1. The biceps is a 
muscle in the upper 
arm.
2. The Willis Tower 
is the second tallest 
building in Chicago.
3. A solar eclipse 
is when the moon 
is between the sun 
and Earth.
4. Escargot are 
snails prepared as 
food.
5. Shark’s teeth 

1. These contests are open to all residents of the United 
States ages 18 and older. Employees of American 
Media, Inc., its corporate sponsors and advertisers are 
not eligible.

2. NO PURCHASE IS NECESSARY.

3. To enter the FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ contestants  
must identify the differences between the  
photographs in a letter or postcard addressed to  
Globe #29 FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ, P.O. Box 5061,  
Boca Raton, FL 33431-0861. For all contests, be sure  
to print your name, address and telephone number.  
For TIC TAC TRUE send the answers to Globe #29  
TIC TAC TRUE, P.O. Box 5061, Boca Raton, FL 33431-
0861.

4. Entries must be received by August 3, 2015. 

5. ALL entries become the property of American Media, 
Inc., which assumes no responsibility for late, misdi-
rected or lost entries. Winners agree to publication and/
or display of their name, address, likeness and entry 
form to be made at the discretion of American Media, 
Inc. Winner may be required to sign AMI’s affidavit of 
eligibility in order to collect any prizes.

6. Multiple entries are permitted, but not more than one 
entry per envelope can be awarded.

7. Winners will be selected in a random drawing under 
the supervision of American Media, Inc. Odds of winning 
will be determined by the number of entries received. 
There are no substitutions of prizes.

8. The FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ and TIC TAC TRUE sweep-
stakes are void where prohibited or restricted by law. 

9. The names of the winners may be obtained by send-
ing a self-addressed stamped envelope to Globe #29 
FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ, or GLOBE #29 TIC TAC TRUE, 
1000 American Media Way, Boca Raton, FL 33464-1000.

10. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may 
be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or 
third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded 
in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months 
from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash 
check within six months of date of issuance, check will 
be invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize 
will be awarded.

Official FUNNY PHOTO QUIZ and TIC TAC TRUE rules

DIRECTIONS:
For every true answer, 

place an X in the  

corresponding square.  

For false, place an O in  

the corresponding square. 

If you have three correct 

TRUE answers in a row, 

horizontally, vertically  

or diagonally, draw a line 

through them and you 

have a correct entry. Cut 

it out and send in your 

completed puzzle and 

if yours is the first cor-

rect entry chosen in a 

random drawing, you will 

win $100. The next five 

correct entries picked will 

win $25 each. Good luck!

PLUS! FIRST 5
RUNNERS-UP
GET $25 EACHTIC TAC TRUEWIN

$100

continually replace 
themselves.
6. Earl Grey, oolong 
and orange pekoe 
are types of tea.
7. Benjamin Franklin 
wrote “A Man For All 
Seasons”.
8. CPU stands for 
Central Processing 
Unit.
9. Stegosaurus 
was a meat eating 
dinosaur.

POTPOURRI

THIS freaky queen 

of mean has a  

history of showing 

up in places fully 

loaded, but she 

seems reformed 

these days. Still 

stumped? Turn  

to page 55 for  

the answer
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+

Major Crimes
Mon., July 20, TNT, 9 p.m.

The series focuses on the art 
of the deal as law enforcement 
officers and prosecutors work 
together to score a conviction. 
Two-time Oscar nominee Mary 
McDonnell heads the elite LAPD 
squad as Captain Sharon Raydor.

Knock Knock Live
Tues., July 21, FOX, 9 p.m.

(Season Premiere) Hosted by 
Ryan Seacrest in Los Ange-
les, a team travels across the 
country surprising people 
at their front doors with a 
chance to win cash, meet their 
favorite celebs and make their 
wildest dreams come true.

Last Comic Standing
Wed., July 22, NBC, 9 p.m.

(Season Premiere) The top 100 
comics will vie for 20 spots – 
then 20 will compete in a  
semi-final, with half moving 
into the head-to-head round. 
The top five get to the finals, 
competing for a $250,000 
prize package.

Stolen Daughter
Sun., July 26, Lifetime, 9 p.m.

(TV movie) Detective Stacey 
Wilkins (Andrea Roth), who 
specializes in finding missing 
children, has been on leave 
with Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder – and now her own 
daughter has been abducted.

– by Drew MacKenzie 
and Alison Rayman

FARGO is set to become 
one of the most star-studded  
dramas ever produced on cable  
television – with no fewer  
than 10 big names attached!

The FX drama’s new lineup 
includes Jean Smart, Brad 
Garrett, Ted Danson, Kirsten 
Dunst, Patrick Wilson, Jeffrey 
Donovan and Nick Offerman, 
as well as Kieran Culkin, Jesse 
Plemons and Cristin Milioti.

The 10-episode second season, 
due out this fall, is set in 1979, 35 

years before the 
first series.

It centers around Peggy and 
Ed Blomquist (Spider-Man 
beauty Kirsten Dunst and 
Breaking Bad’s Plemons), who 
are caught between two war-
ring crime families.

Patrick Wilson, who starred 
in A Gifted Man, takes over as 

state trooper and Navy vet 
Lou Solverson, replacing  
Keith Carradine in the  

rookie season. 
Solverson, whose wife 

Betsy is How I Met 
Your Mother’s Milioti, is  
investigating a local gang 

with the help of his father-in-
law, Sheriff Hank Larsson 
(Danson).

Their inquiries lead them to  
a colorful cast of characters,  
including lawyer Karl Weathers 
(Offerman), the town drunk.

Everybody Loves Raymond’s 
Brad Garrett plays Joe Bulo, 
the front man for a Kansas City 
crime syndicate with its sights 
set on Fargo’s Gerhardt crime 
family, led by matriarch Floyd 
Gerhardt (Designing Women’s 
Smart).

With her husband at death’s 
door, Floyd took over the family 
business, angering her hot-
headed son, Dodd (Donovan). 
Culkin stars as Rye Gerhardt, 
the clan’s youngest.

“She’s stood by her husband’s 
side for 40 years, but now that 
he’s out of the picture, she thinks 
it’s her turn to run things,” says 
Smart.

On Dawson’s Creek, the student named Andie was meant to be 

16, but she was played by Meredith Monroe who was 29 when 

the show debuted. TV FACT

Brad Garrett and Jean Smart are 
just two of the big names joining 

the cast of the hit FX drama

Keith  
Carradine 

is being 
replaced 

by Patrick 
Wilson  

(far left)

Ted Danson and Kirsten Dunst
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CHRISLEY KNOWS BEST has been such a hit for 
USA, the cable network is planning to spin off a 
reality series – and a late-night talk show hosted 
by family patriarch Todd Chrisley.

The Atlanta–based Chrisley Knows Best 
centers on self-made multimillionaire Todd, his 
devoted wife, Julie, and their five children, who 
appear to live a picture-perfect Southern life 
with everything money can buy.

The proposed spinoff is expected to feature 
one of the older children, says an insider. A  
talk show would mark USA’s first foray into 
late-night programming. 

“Fans can’t get enough of the Chrisleys,  
and we’re excited to give viewers an even  

bigger dose of this entertaining, 
unpredictable and lovable  
family,” says USA executive 

Jackie de Crinis. “Giving Todd an opportu-
nity to bring his unique voice and unfiltered 
personality to late night is an opportunity we 
didn’t want to miss.”

CHRISLEY PLANS
FAMILY SPINOFF

MELISSA RIVERS 
is the new co-host of 
Fashion Police…Brandi 
Glanville dropped from Real 
Housewives of Beverly Hills…
Malcolm-Jamal Warner to play A.C. Cowlings on 
FX’s O.J. Simpson miniseries…American Horror 
Story: Freak Show was FX’s most-watched show 
ever with 12.6 million viewers an episode…Jimmy 
Smits to star in Netflix’s new hip-hop drama 
The Get Down…Jane Fonda’s Grace and Frankie 
picked up for season two…CBS planning Cheers 
and Brady Brunch stage shows…Matt LeBlanc’s 
Episodes earns fifth season.

1Who played 

Sheriff Jimmy 

Brock on 

Picket Fences? 

2Michael Landon & Victor French 

co-starred in which two shows?

3Where was The Mary Tyler 

Moore Show set?

1. Tom Skerritt 2. Highway to Heaven and 

Little House on the Prairie 3. Minneapolis

ANSWERS

TV 
trivia

COUNTRY music star Tim 

McGraw is set to star as a real 

bad guy in a new TNT drama 

series called Robbers.

Based on the book by  

Christopher Cook, the plotline 

focuses on a police officer, 

two drifters on a crime spree 

across Texas and a beautiful 

woman who is at the center of 

a bizarre love triangle. 

Described as a story in  

the vein of the dark film No  

Country for Old Men, McGraw 

plays one of the two violent  

criminals, and his character  

is said to be “the worst of the  

worst.”

The 48-year-old singer, who 

is married to country songbird 

Faith Hill, starred opposite 

George Clooney in the recent 

movie Tomorrowland.

ROBBER 
MCGRAW

GOES ON 
THE RUN

TV
NEWS

EXTRA

Todd and 
Julie (center) 

with their 
five kids

FITNESS guru Jillian Michaels is 
back!

The 41-year-old star, who quit 
NBC’s Biggest Loser last year, 
will serve as host and judge on 
Sweat Inc., a Spike TV reality 
show.

Set for a fall premiere,  
Spike has ordered 10 one-hour  
episodes of the series. It 
revolves around 12 aspiring 

fitness entrepreneurs, compet-
ing to prove they have the next 

big thing in exercise programs or 
equipment.

“Whoever creates the next Soul 
Cycle, Zumba, or Crossfit could 
be sitting on a billion-dollar idea,” 
says a Spike spokesman.

Famed for her tough training 
techniques, Michaels – a mother 
of two with partner Heidi Rhoades 
– says the show will explore the 
“grit, guts and glory needed to 
make it big in a business that 
brings workouts to the masses.”

LOSER MICHAELS SWEATS IT OUT!

Jillian 
Michaels
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35 36 37 38

39 40 41 42

43 44 45 46 47 48 49

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57

58 59 60 61 62

63 64 65

66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76

77 78 79 80 81 82

83 84 85 86

87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95

96 97 98 99

100 101 102

103 104 105 106

107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114

115 116 117 118 119 120 121

122 123 124 125 126 127 128

129 130 131

132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140

141 142 143 144 145 146

147 148

149 150 151 152 153 154

155 156 157

BIG

X
AMERICA’S

BIGGEST
CROSSWORD
By JOHN McCARTHY

ACROSS
1 Hawaiian nut
6 Lead the attack
11 They’re 

trimmed by 
barbers

16 Aquarium fish
17 New Zealand 

minority
18 Truck stop
19 Spring bloom
20 Desert plants
21 Mediocre mark
22 Everyone
23 4th Greek 

letter
25 Wonderland 

girl
27 Future oak
30 Fiery horses
32 Prom chaperon
33 Aries
34 Cuban dictator
36 Menlo Park 

wizard
38 Ending for real
39 Clown pole
40 Peace sign
42 An archangel
43 Brawl
46 Worked dough
47 Love of Venus
50 One of a kind
53 Corrida cheer
54 Kinsler of 

baseball
55 Swiss city
58 Liv in “40 

Carats”
59 Work of fiction
62 Stick out
63 Model 

Macpherson
64 Way off
66 Greek fabulist
68 Beethoven 

opera
70 Banned 

refrigerant
71 Jack-in-the-

box handles
74 Store sections
77 Not as much
79 Burglary

81 Join the 
service

83 Hawaiian 
veranda

84 Not well
85 Our star
86 Fed the kitty
87 Whirled
90 Gets
93 Jordan 

neighbor
96 Come forth
98 Big snake
100 ROTC  

member
101 Metallic gray
102 Italian  

fashion label
103 Bath powder
105 Race  

distance
107 Stubborn
110 Mr. Universe’s 

pride
113 Flop
115 Mollycoddle
117 “Aladdin” 

monkey
118 Quick 

Djokovic 
point

119 Tire type
122 Banquets
124 Conniver
127 Dig further
129 Concerto 

movement
130 “... man ___ 

mouse?”  
(2 wds.)

131 Medicated
132 Large  

antelope
133 Guiding light
136 Gym wear 

(hyph.)
140 “New” prefix
141 Encounters
142 Get polished
143 Jai-alai basket
145 Every 

morning
146 Gnat
147 Inc. cousin

148 Floral  
necklace

149 Have  
misgivings

151 Sprain spot
152 Extreme
153 Nebraska city
154 Witchy 

transport
155 Disputed a 

will
156 Fatherhood
157 Duke of jazz
DOWN
1 Somalia capital
2 Thin pasta
3 Martini request

4 ABBA musical 
(2 wds.)

5 Nuclear
6 Culinary 

powders
7 Make beloved
8 Drummer in 

“Help!”
9 Job for junior
10 “Big D” city
11 Mideast  

ruler
12 Ruling
13 Pen name
14 Like hermits
15 Smidgen
24 Cunning

26 Former  
“Tonight 
Show” host

28 Coastal inlet
29 Marsh plant
31 Italian cheese
32 Tickled pink
35 “Is this seat 

___?”
37 Mumbai’s land
41 Gutter site
44 Let go
45 Reunion 

groups
48 Hot cereal
49 Spiny lizards
51 Patriots org.

52 Major chess 
piece

56 Approaches
57 By way of
60 Darth of 

“Star Wars”
61 French city 

near Brussels
63 A+
65 Dwelling
67 August 

birthstone
68 Walks behind
69 Honda minivan
70 Sensitivity
72 “Tomorrow” 

musical

73 Studio light
75 “Boot” of 

Europe
76 Door fastener
78 Blue
80 Tax pro
82 Lyricist Ger-

shwin
88 State
89 Cleveland team
91 Squeals
92 Utopian
94 Take delivery
95 Food fancier
97 Summary
99 Busted a 

bronco

104 Small battery 
size

106 Meadow
108 Postpones
109 Corn tuft
110 What Bach 

made
111 “Moonstruck” 

star
112 Singer 

McLachlan
113 Felt hat
114 Haphazard
115 911 respondent
116 Storefront 

dummy
120 Backside-to 

(2 wds.)
121 Don Juan type
123 Plentiful
125 Sharpen
126 Marshal Dillon
128 Unisex 

hairstyle
133 Swindled
134 In slumberland
135 Mystical
137 Sub meat
138 Utter folly
139 Tongue-

lashing
144 Lecher
150 Sock part
154 Blacklist

ANSWER TO BIG X #26
and week #24 winner – page 51

WEEK

29
WIN $250 EVERY WEEK 

Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase necessary. Odds of winning depend on the number of correct entries received. THIS CONTEST IS VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. All entries 
become property of American Media, Inc. Selection of winning entrants for the contest will be on August 4, 2015, at our offices in Florida. Names of the winners will be printed in the August 24, 2015, issue 
of GLOBE. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with entrant for sponsor’s, or third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded in the form of a check. Check 
is valid for six months from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash check within six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, prize will be forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.

ATTENTION BIG X FANS! You can make big bucks with our ex-
citing, easy-to-read crossword puzzle. EVERY WEEK, we offer 

a $250 cash prize for the first complete, correct Big X solution 
pulled from our mailbag. DON’T WAIT! Sharpen your pencils, 
complete this puzzle, and send your answer to GLOBE BIG X #29 
P.O. Box 3030, Boca Raton, FL 33431-0997. Must be received by 
August 3, 2015. Have fun and GOOD LUCK!
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B E E K E E P E R G A R D E N I A S A B H O R R E N T
E N S A U L E N N H Z A A M A
A S C A P I N D I A D O N T S A G A I N G R O W L
C H N D D E S U I N N L D T I
H E I S T T E E N Y E P I C S I T E M S R A I N S
B L R B I R A S C A L O T T A W A O D E O M
O M A H A N S H O A H E M C O N G A
Y D D O G B I S C U I T T U R T L E N E C K A N
S T A Y E D O A M O V A O O D L E S
O I D Y L L U P P E R F A B L E N I N N Y L

D O M E S I A I L L I N C L I M A
E L S E V E N T E E N I N C E N T I V E A R
F O N D U E I A H A G I N H U E E A N N O Y S
E A B Y P A S S G E O R G I A I N S O L E T O
R O D E O A C E E A G E T U E A T E N
M I A C C U S E R A I N I E R H A T R E D E I
E R R A T A N N H L N I L I C E A A S T R O S
N I Y A K E T Y Y A K I G N O R A M U S I T
T A M S E N P E R A R A T G O D S
N L E N T O S O L I D D R A K E L E E C H I

T A V E R N W A I L L E R A T H E R
A A M E A N I N G F U L U N P L E A S A N T E A
B L I N I B D E U F H V B N Y L O N
L N N E O S A B R E S O N A G E R S P A E S
E A G L E U N C L E L H A S A A N E N T P A N D A
S L N A N A B W T I S I R H C
A D O P T D A R E D O B A M A P I N T A T R U N K
L R W E C E W K N E E C E N E
T O Y P O O D L E R E S P E C T E D R E T R A C T E D

WIN
$100

Tell us why these pix DON’T

exactly match and win...

There are three differences between these photos. If you spot 

them correctly – and your entry is the first chosen at random – 

GLOBE will send you $100. Simply identify the three differences 

between the photographs in a letter or postcard and send it to us 

at the address listed in the official rules on page 47. 

GLOBE  
WINNERS

HOMEMAKER Judy  

Cooper cleaned up on  

the correct answers  

to GLOBE’s Spot the 

Differences puzzle No. 

24 and swept away the 

$300 grand prize.

The 70-year-old 

Bledsoe, Ky., great 

grandmother, who loves 

fishing, plans to use her 

winnings to pay some 

bills.

The five winners of 

$25 prizes each are:  

Pamela Payton of 

Dumont, N.J.; Janice 

Bassett of LaGrange, 

Ga.; Mary Zeigenfuse 

of Reading, Penn.; 

Mary Ann Jakobsson of 

Bloomingdale, Mich.; and 

Kathy Nenadovich of 

Northfield, Ohio.

BIG X SOLUTION FOR WEEK #26CELEBRITY CROSSWORD SOLUTION WEEK #26

WINNER FOR WEEK #24    Wanda Moller, Cherokee, IowaWINNER FOR WEEK #26    Dianne Legg, Gales Ferry, Conn.

R O B E R T D E N I R O B A N D E R A S
Y A O V N B F Y I E
A N G U S R A D C L I F F E L I C I T
N E S O A O I L A C H
G I L L I A N F A R G O F A N N I N G
O A D O D N D Y R
S H A W J A M E S S P A D E R E M M E
L G U U E I O E
I D O L S K I A G E T O W N
N A S T A R D E N V E R
G E A R T N V E T S

T R I S H A B E T T Y H
D A L Y O Y L L S U E L L A
A A P O A R E R
W I S H H U G H J A C K M A N B O N O
N A I E M I E A N
W I L L I A M L E A N N B R I D G E S
E A T M E T G A S I T
L O R R E V I N D I E S E L I G L O O
L G M C E O R N D N
S C O R S E S E L Y N N R E D G R A V E
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(Write your 
answers here)

N E G

D R T

E E T

ANSWERS

Who Am I: Susan Sarandon

Word Square: DETERGENT, deer, dreg, erne, nerd, reed, rend, rent, retd, rete, tern, tree, deter, edger, egret, enter, genre, greed, green, greet, 
treed, trend, degree, eterne, gender, getter, regent, renege, rented, teeter, tender, tenter, terete, deterge, entered, greened, greeted, reneged.

20-Second Challenge: 5
Initials: Michael Bolton; Kim Jong-un; Yellow Brick Road; King of Swing; 
Crimes of the Heart

Here’s a great way to keep your 

brain sharp. Start with the  

number on the left in the grid and 

follow the instructions as you go 

across. See if you can do the math 

in 20 seconds...or less!

Using the central letter and at least three others, how many words 

can YOU find? Plurals, proper nouns and hyphenated words are NOT 

allowed, and there is at least one nine-letter word to discover.

WORD
SQUARE

20 WORDS          25 WORDS          30 WORDS          35 OR MORE
OK                       GOOD                   VERY GOOD         EXCELLENTRATING:

1 I was born in 1946 in 
New York, NY. 

2 I appeared in the 
soaps, A World Apart, 

and Search for Tomorrow, 
in the early 70s. 

3 I have been nominated
five times for an 

Academy Award, winning 
once in 1996 for my role in 
Dead Man Walking.  

4 Between 1987 and 
2009, I was in a long-

term relationship with my 
Bull Durham costar.  

5 I have appeared on-
screen with Tim Curry, 

Geena Davis and Sean Penn.

Can you identify the 

mystery celebrity from 

the clues below?

20-SECOND 
CHALLENGE
60  -15  9  Double it  -7  Times itself  

+7  Half of it  x4  -7  5  =

Initials
1 MB
2 KJU
3 YBR
4 KOS
5 COTH

(All For Love singer)

(North Korea  
dictator)

(Path Dorothy followed 
in The Wizard of Oz)

(Benny Goodman’s 
nickname)

(Sissy Spacek movie)

If TPIR (long-running TV game 

show) is The Price Is Right, what 

do the initials below stand for?
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Open to U.S. residents age 18 and older. No purchase necessary. Odds of winning depend on the number of correct entries received. THIS CONTEST IS VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. All entries become property of American Media Inc. Selection 
of winning entrants for the contest will be on August 4, 2015, at our offices in Florida. Names of the winners will be printed in the August 24 2015, issue of GLOBE. Any information entrants provide to sponsor may be used to communicate with entrant 
for sponsor’s, or third-party, marketing purposes. Prize will be awarded in the form of a check. Check is valid for six months from the date of issuance. If winner does not cash check within six months of date of issuance, check will be invalid, prize will be 
forfeited, and no alternate prize will be awarded.

• ACROSS •

1 “Blue Bloods” star
6 “Jurassic World” star
11 Walter ___ Disney
12 Host of 34-Down
17 Leonard of “Star Trek”
18 Bill of Fox News
21 May-Treanor of beach volley-

ball
22 Bloom in “The Three 

Musketeers”
25 “Guarding ___” (1994)
27 “Entourage” star
30 “The Hunger Games” director
32 “___ to Perdition” (2002)
35 Hitting stat
37 Grampa Simpson
39 Gertz in “Twister”
40 Mount of “Hell on Wheels”
41 Fawcett in “The Cannonball 

Run”
42 Madeline in “Blazing Saddles”
44 Damon in “Promised Land”
46 2002 Ray Romano film
49 Lennon’s “Give ___ a Chance”
51 Denver’s altitude
52 “Friends in ___ Places”: 

Garth Brooks
53 Slip up
54 2010 Angelina Jolie film
57 Arkin in “Argo”
59 “San Andreas” actress
63 Meaney of “Hell on Wheels”
64 “I’ll Cry ___”: Beatles
68 Western
69 Voice of Carl in “Up”
72 “The ___ Budapest Hotel” 

(2014)
73 Bravo comedy series
78 Walsh of beach volleyball
79 “Octopussy” star
80 “Mirrors” singer Justin

• DOWN •

1 Time traveler played by Peter 
Capaldi

2 Stephen King’s state
3 Ford flop
4 Gabor in “Gigi”
5 “The Karate ___” (1984)
6 Pool stick
7 See 71-Down
8 Group of jurors
9 Mueller-Stahl in “Shine”
10 “Blank Space” singer
12 Shed a tear
13 Marisa in “Anger Management”
14 Lightened up

15 True-blue
16 “___-hoo!”
19 “Baby ___ You”: Shirelles
20 L.A. hoopsters
23 Texas lawman
24 Televise
26 Hot tub
28 Self-centered
29 Joplin’s “Maple ___ Rag”
31 Peyton Manning’s catchword
33 Eggs
34 Fox’s “So You Think You 

Can ___”
36 Beatnik drum

38 “The Fabulous ___ Boys” (1989)
39 “___ and the Giant Peach” 

(1996)
42 “The 11th Hour” star
43 Col. Klink’s secretary
45 ___ Aviv
47 “Girl on Fire” singer Keys
48 Wide-mouthed pitcher
49 Gilpin of “Frasier”
50 Links legend Palmer
55 Annie in “Oklahoma!”
56 “Mission: Impossible” star
58 “It’s ___ For Me To Say”
60 Andrew ___ Webber

61 “By the Time I ___ Phoenix”
62 Greta in “Mata Hari”
63 “NCIS: New Orleans” network
65 Jargon
66 Home of the Ewoks
67 Twosome
69 Tolkien forest giant
70 “Jeopardy!” answerer
71 1979 Sally Field film (with 

7-Down)
74 Scooby-___
75 Three Stooges member
76 NYC opera house
77 Einstein’s birthplace

ATTENTION! You can win $250 with our exciting Celebrity Crossword Puzzle. The first  
complete, correct Celebrity Crossword Puzzle solution pulled from our mailbag wins!  
DON’T WAIT! Sharpen your pencils, complete this puzzle, and send your answer to: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

40 41

42 43 44 45

46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56

57 58 59 60 61 62 63

64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

72 73 74 75 76 77 78

80
WEEK

29
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GLOBE CELEBRITY CROSSWORD #29 P.O. Box 3030, Boca Raton, FL 33431-0997. Must be received by August 3, 2015.
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ASTROLOGY

Sophia Knight gives 100%. I never fail a client. Sophia helps your love problem no mat-
ter how severe. Tired of lonely days/nights? Lost your lover/spouse? Physically/ emo-

tionally frustrated? Not communicating? (Stops divorce, battered relationships,
jealousies, cheating, arguing! Stops ex-lovers/spouse from interfering.) 

Reunites lover to want only you, with more love, desire, passion, romance immediately. 
Have man/woman you love most. Helps family problems. Letters answered 

immediately, with love charm/candle. 1786 Union St., San Francisco, CA 94123

CALL SOPHIA KNIGHT (310) 204-3773

BRINGS BACK LOVER 1 DAY

PAY AFTER LOVER RETURNS

Love Therapist Scotty Gray

(310) 270-2741

+++
MASTER PSYCHIC 1-323-466-3684

Spiritual Work

Credit/Debit/Prepaid

yyyyy
LONELY? CONFUSED? 1-518-274-0424

Need answers? Solutions? Call Jennifer.

FREE LIFE LOVE READING

1-817-282-3144 OR 1-214-799-9435
Powerful amazing 40 years gifted. Fulfi lls faith-

ful everlasting love permanently. Conquers life’s 

problems victoriously. Immediately restores de-

sires, happiness, success, blessings, destiny. 

Destroys jealous infl uencing. Completely.

1-800-860-2416
PsychicPower.com

Special
Offer
1st time callers /MINUTE

¢49
53�0!4������������s�039#()#0/7%2�#/-��,,#�s�-534�"%����9%!23���s�&/2�%.4%24!).-%.4�/.,9

Jaguar XK-E, XK 120,
Porsche 356, 911, 912,

Ferrari or other
pre-1972 convertibles. 

Top $ Paid!
Any Condition!WANTED

Dead or Alive!
Old Sports Cars

Call or Text Mike
520-977-1110

We Pay $$ 
Finders Fee!

RETURNS LOVER 1-DAY 1-305-469-8437
Mother Felicia. Powerful God gifted healer. 

Solves impossible problems! Custom spells. 

Reveals destiny. Removes stress. Guaran-

teed help!

POWERFUL BREAKTHROUGHS - INTERVENTION!

THERESA 1-518-406-8492
Stops divorce, break-ups, enemies. Harness 

fi nances.

yyyyy
SPECIALIZES IN LOVE

Kathryn powerful voodoo love healer. Re-

unites lovers forever. Complimentary aura 

reading. (800) 770-1745.

yyyyy
REUNITES LOVE OLGA 1-903-401-7438

(Gifted spiritualist). Solves problems

fast guaranteed. (Free reading).

SOUTH CAROLINA ROOTWORKER

(800) 648-2993. Luck, love, remove witch-

craft, Henry Jackson.

REUNITES LOVERS! 1-310-848-3106

Psychic Laura solves difficult problems! 

Guaranteed. Free question.

yyyyy
BROKEN HEART? 310-721-5891
Solves impossible cases immediate results.

SOLVES IMPOSSIBLE! 1-248-227-8765

Reunites lovers! Removes negativity. 

Guaranteed.

GUARANTEED HELP NOW
Specializes in reuniting lovers forever. Helps 

all problems. Free question. (281) 535-0627.

SISTER GRABEL 1-214-470-4494

She will call out your friends/enemies.

FIND LOVE NOW! 1- 951- 977- 8334

Unlimited possibilities. Reunites lovers.  

Never fails. 

REUNITING SPECIALIST! 1-214-352-7041

Helps all problems.  Free question.

AFRICAN VOODOO.  Relat ionships. 

Powerballs. Megamillions. Doctor Jumbo. 

(818) 916-0267.

DR. ABDUL (248) 366-8367. Master Egyp-

tian root worker. Breaking hexes, reuniting 

lovers. Diffi cult case specialist.

+++
FISHMAN VOODOO and black magic. 100% 

real. (912) 592-1502.

+++
JAMAICAN OBEAH, voodoo, occult  and 

black magic spells. (954) 251-7969. www.

professoraba.com

REUNITING, HEALING, revitalizing, 

financial, fulfillment, destiny. (Cooper) 

(954) 275-1724.

SPIRITUAL HEALER. (929)  253- 1783. (Aris) 

Relationship specialist. Life coach.

STOP LOOKING! No false promises. Helps 

all. ( 630)  501- 7830.

FREE CONSULTATION! ( 682)  300- 7925. 

(Sara Rose). Foresees future events.

2  FREE questions! (214)  916- 0979. (Pricilla) 

Reunites lovers within minutes.

LOVE SPELLS? Money? Health issues? 

In need of luck? www.SonofPapaDoc.com 

(301) 244-2384.

AUTOMOTIVE

TAKE ACTION and build personal gold 

wealth. www.MyGoldHelper.com.

CHAT/DATELINES

ALWAYS FREE! Ladies talk to hot exciting 

local guys. (800) 743-4150. 18+. Guys try it 

free: (888) 360-3339.

SECRET ENCOUNTERS for wild, live con-

nections with exciting local ladies. Try it free! 

(800) 957-8777. 18+.

FINANCIAL

Void where prohibited by law.

$
BAD CREDIT? You can have solid gold 

credit! Guaranteed. (800) 322-6169, ext. 

4560 (24 Hrs.).

GIFTS

GRIEF COMFORTER Angel Pin. $8.95 CCs 

accepted. Send cash or M.O. to: Grief Com-

forter, 18 Maple Ave, PMB#135, Barrington, 

RI 02806. www.grief-comforter.com.

OF INTEREST TO ALL

$
CUT ELECTRIC BILL

BY 75% GUARANTEED
Secret industry killing device cuts electric bill 

by hundreds! Easy instructions. Send $20 

to: Electric Doctor, PO Box 605, Woodmere, 

NY 11598. Questions? Call: (516) 348-6800.

ASTROLOGY BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIESASTROLOGY

Mercedes 190 SL, 280 SL,

We pick up, any state!

CASH in 24 Hours!!
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The actress on page 47 is none other than Lindsay 

Lohan, star of Freaky Friday, Herbie Fully Loaded and 

Mean Girls. How’d you do?

DID YOU
GUESS?

BISSET’S 
BIG ON 
REAL
BOOBS!

COMIC Jack Carter died a bitter 
man, complaining he’d helped 
make Jackie Gleason, Dean Martin 
and Jerry Lewis superstars but 
ended up being a second banana.

Carter, who died at 93 on June 
28, once said no one is “more 
bitter than I am.” 

“Jack was always second 
banana,” says a showbiz insider. 
“He helped Martin and Lewis get 
exposure on television when they 
were just starting.

“And he suggested struggling 
young comic Jackie Gleason host 
the Cavalcade of Stars in the 
early 1950s.”

Carter broke into show 
business after a stint in the 
Army Air Force entertainment 
division during World War II. 
By the late 1940s, he was con-
sidered one of the coun-
try’s “rising young 
comedians.”  

An original 
host of the Tex-
aco Star Theater 
on NBC in 1948, 
he watched pal 
Milton Berle’s 
career soar when 

Uncle Miltie took 
over the show.  

In 1950, after hosting Cavalcade 
of Stars on the Dumont network, 
he suggested Gleason replace him 
when he went to NBC.  

The show made Gleason – and 
his sidekick Art Carney – 
entertainment legends.  

“I created Saturday night tele-
vision,” Carter said. “I suggested 
Gleason. I got him that job and the 
rest is history.”  

Carter, survived by third wife 
Roxanne, daughter Wendy and 
sons Michael and Chase, was also 
the first to put Martin and Lewis on 
TV on his The Jack Carter Show. 
Dean and Jerry, of course, went on 
to become Hollywood icons.

But Carter was infuriated be-
cause “my salary was $3,750...
and my guests got $7,000!” 

Says the source, “It’s too bad 
Jack felt he never got the fame 
and fortune he deserved.”

– JIM NELSON
jneson@globefl.com

Jack got Jackie 
Gleason (top) 

his job and put 
Dean Martin 

and Jerry Lewis 
on his show 

(above)

Jack and  
wife Roxanne

BUSTY Jacqueline 

Bisset is awarding the 

booby prize to flat-

chested actresses who 

boost their bosoms with 

breast implants! 

“I don’t understand 

why sticking two  

plastic bags 

in your 

chest can 

make you 

exciting,” 

says the 

70-year- 

old star.

“I don’t 

think it 

makes you 

look young. I think it 

makes you look different.”

Jackie didn’t need sur-

gical help. Her natural 

endowment skyrocketed 

her to stardom in 1977’s 

The Deep where she 

swam braless in a T-shirt 

and single-handedly 

spawned “wet T-shirt 

contests.”

The actress 
in The Deep
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P
RISON BREAK convict 
David Sweat is so de-
spised by his own mother, 
she’d have turned him in 

if he’d tried to hide at her home 
during his time on the lam with 
fellow killer Richard Matt.

But fortunately for Pamela 
Sweat, it didn’t come to that. 
Her 35-year-old bad seed was 
captured – and shot – in upstate 
New York after busting out of 
the Clinton Correctional Facil-
ity with Matt, who was gunned 
down and killed by lawmen.

“My son knows if he would 
have come to my house, I would 
have knocked him out and had 
them guys take him to jail,” 
declares Pamela, who lives in 
Conklin, N.Y., about 300 miles 
from the prison. “That’s just the 
way I am.”

Bad to the bone
Pamela says her cop-killer 

son, who led lawmen on a 23-
day chase, was bad to the bone 
and “always got in trouble” 
from the time he was a boy.

“Every time he did, I would 
grab him by the ear and take 
him to the police station,” she 
says. “Once, he even took a 
knife into school.”

He was a violent kid and even 
tried to bean his father in the 
head with a baseball.

As a kid, Sweat “got mad”  
because his dad bought him  
second hand fishing equipment, 
a tackle box and pole, his angry 
mother recalls.

Furious with his ungrateful 
son, his dad told him to “get 
downstairs or he was going to 
throw him down.”

The boy “went in his bed-
room…took a baseball, and 
threw it through the window, 
hoping it would hit his dad,” 
says his mom.

But he missed, so the kid 
“broke his new TV that he just 

got for his birthday,” she adds.
Sweat, 35, and Matt, 49, had 

upstate New York residents liv-
ing in terror for over three weeks 
after they escaped with the 
help of prisoner worker Joyce 
Mitchell and evaded searchers 
by hiding in the woods pep-

Lawmen put up 
a thank you sign 
(above) to Clinton, 
N.Y., residents, who 
endured the terror. 
The convicts cut 
though the back of 
their cell and cut into 
a pipe (left) snaking 
under the prison wall

Richard Matt (above) 
was shot dead by 
cops, but wounded  
David Sweat (right) 
was captured alive

DEAD

CAUGHT

 ESCAPE 
 ROUTE 
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pered with cabins, cops say.
Sweat had been sentenced to 

life without the chance of pa-
role for the horrific murder of 
a sheriff’s deputy. He riddled 
the lawman’s body with 22 
slugs and then ran him over. 
He pleaded not guilty to avoid 

the death penalty.
Matt was serving 25 years to 

life for torturing, killing and 
dismembering his boss. He’d 
also killed a man in Mexico. 
Matt was shot dead by search-
ers on June 26 in upstate Malo-
ne, N.Y. And his half-brother, 

Wayne Schimpf, says he’s glad.
Schimpf and his family were 

living in fear while Matt was on 
the loose. Years before, Matt 
had chilling taken duct tape, a 
baseball bat and the knife he 
used in killing his boss from 
Schimpf’s home.

He later threatened to brutally 
murder Schimpf and his wife if 
they didn’t help him escape to 
Mexico, where he was eventu-
ally captured.

Now Schimpf is relieved Matt 
is dead and the family night-
mare is over.

“I was…hoping this would 
be the outcome,” he says. “This 

can finally end for me and my 
family.”

Sweat was bagged when he 
was shot on a rural road by a 
state trooper on June 28, in Con-
stable, N.Y., just two miles from 
Canada. He’s recovering from 
his wounds.

His mother, Pamela, admits 
she had been fearful he would 
show up on her doorstep in a 
desperate effort to elude cops. 
She even had to see a shrink to 
try and ease her anxiety.

“It was really rough,” she says. 
“I could hardly sleep at night. 
Every time a car would move, 
I’d be jumpy.”

More than 1,300 lawmen scoured the wooded area for 23 days

Lawmen with 
wounded and 
cuffed Sweat 
shortly after 

his capture

Sweat’s 
mom 

Pamela 
wanted 

him  
captured

 ANGRY 
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Revolutionary Cooling Air Flow Design 
It’s sure to be your favorite bra for all-day cooling comfort you can count on.  The secret is in the revolutionary open weave 
breathable cups that let air fl ow freely to cool down hot days. Amazing all-over comfort with extra-wide straps, soft, wide non-
chafi ng underband, and superior support that gives you alluring natural contours under all your clothing.  Fashion import of 
open weave cooling nylon/elastane. Stretches to fi t cups A–DD.  U.S. orders only;  cannot ship to Canada.

Save $5.00 off original price!

Only $799

Wide Comfort Straps & Back 
For Better Posture

Soft Underband 
Reduces Chafi ng

Open Weave Cooling Fabric 
For Ultimate Comfort
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Cooling Bra

INNOVATIVE AIR FLOW FIBER KEEPS YOU COOL!

360° Of Cooling Comfort!

Cooling Bra Please indicate quantity under size.

2.95T�

CA residents must add 7.5% sales tax

TOTAL  $

  $

 $

 $

 $

Please print clearly
Check or money order payable to: Dream Products, Inc.
Send Order To:  412 Dream Lane, Van Nuys, CA  91496

Name 

Address

City                                                       ST         Zip

Daytime Phone #

Email Address

T VISA    T MasterCard    T Discover®/NOVUSSMCards     

                                 Card#                          Exp. Date Dept. 72329 /

FOR EXPEDITED SHIPPING (optional)
Add An Additional $2.95

(receive your order 5-7 days from shipment)

____ Cooling Bra @ $7.99 each

_________ _________ _________ _________ _________

   83443     83444     83445    83446     83447

S (32-34) M (36-38) L (40-42) XL (44-46) 2XL (48-50)

Regular Shipping & Handling Add $3.95 1st bra & $4.95 2 bras

FREE SHIPPING & HANDLING for 3+

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Return For Your Money Back

1-800-530-2689

website offers may vary 

Order Now Toll-Free

Receive A Free Surprise Gift
with every order

DreamProducts.com

FREEFREE 
SHIPPING & HANDLING!  

(with order of 3 or more)



B
EFORE he became TV’s biggest name as 

scheming oilman J.R. Ewing on Dallas, 

LARRY HAGMAN was just the proud son 

of musical superstar MARY MARTIN. This 

October 1951 photo catches 20-year-old Larry 

congratulating his mom after her London 

stage opening of the classic South Pacific. 

Hagman would go on to stardom in the sitcom 

I Dream of Jeannie from 1965 to 1970 and 

then on Dallas. He died at age 81 in 2012.



Man and nature collaborate to create a glamorous green ring guaranteed to rock her world! 

Own it today for ONLY $99 plus FREE studs with ring purchase!

Famous Volcano Has 
Strange Effect On Women

On May 18, 1980, Mount St. Helens erupted, sending a column of ash
and smoke 80,000 feet into the atmosphere. From that chaos, some-

thing beautiful emerged—our spectacular Spirit Lake Helenite Ring.

Created from the superheated volcanic rock dust of the historic Mount St.
Helens eruption, helenite has become the green stone of choice for jewelry
and fashion designers worldwide. Helenite’s vivid color and immaculate 
clarity rivals mined emeralds that can sell for as much as $3,000 per carat.
Today you can wear this 4-carat stunner for only $99!

Our exclusive design highlights the visually
stunning stone with a concave cut set in .925
sterling silver loaded with brilliant white, 
lab-created DiamondAura®. The classic pairing
of colors in a vintage-inspired setting makes 
for a statement ring that’s simply impossible 
to ignore!

Beauty from the beast. Also known as “Amer-
ica’s Emerald,” helenite is not an emerald at all,
but a brighter and clearer green stone that gem
cutters can facet into spectacular large carat
weight jewelry. “It’s just recently that luxury 
jewelers have fallen in love with helenite,” says
James Fent, GIA certified gemologist. “Clear

green color in a stone this size is rarely found in emeralds but helenite has
come to the rescue.” 

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Bring home the Spirit Lake Helenite
Ring and see for yourself. If you are not completely blown away by the 
exceptional beauty of this rare American stone, simply return the ring within
60 days for a full refund of your purchase price. It’s that simple. But we’re
betting that once you slide this gorgeous green beauty on your finger, it will
take a force of nature to get you two apart!  

Rating of A+

Smar t  Luxur i e s—Surpr i s ing  Pr i c e s ™

14101 Southcross Drive W., Dept. SLR252-02, 
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.comStauer®

Spirit Lake Helenite Ring
Total value with FREE studs $478*

Now, Offer Code Price Only $99 + S&P Save $379!

18883246514
Your Offer Code: SLR252-02 
You must use this insider offer code to get our special price. 

* Special price only for customers using the offer code
versus the price on Stauer.com without your offer code.

What our clients are
saying about Stauer 
Helenite jewelry:

“My wife received more
compliments on this stone
on the first day she wore 
it than any other piece of
jewelry I’ve ever given her.”

– J. from Orlando, FL
Stauer Client

This 4carat stunner

was created from 

the aftermath of 

Mount St. Helens 

eruption!

EXCLUSIVE

FREE
Helenite Studs

a $129 value
with purchase of 
Spirit Lake Ring

4 carat Helenite center stone  •  Labcreated white DiamondAura accents  •  .925 sterling silver setting  •  Whole ring sizes 5–10


